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Poem 1060     
 

Deep Rest   1 

 

Deep rest, 

– A renewing, enriching rest 

That re-animates our life’s energies, 

Re-creating us –  

Is available to all : 

‘Come to me, all you who work at life 

And are really burdened, 

And I will give you rest 

… Learn from me 

And you will discover a communal peace, 

Deep within your inner selves .”   2 

 

If we respond to Jesus’ invitation, above, 

It is Jesus’ vitalizing Spirit of Peace 

Who CREATES this peace within us . 

Jesus’s singular request is for us to ‘learn from me’ 

– To IMITATE Him : 

… In the WAY He makes choices, 

… In the WAY He responds to people . 

In so doing, the weight of the stress we feel, 

Will simply LIGHTEN … 

Because our burden, will, through following His lead, 

Become a burden SHARED . 
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Why? Because we leave behind the task 

Of becoming – human – ALONE  

And, in Christ’s company, through IDENTIFYING with Him, 

We delight 

In becoming – human – TOGETHER ! 

… WITH GOD ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1060, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, Canungra, April 2012. 

2 Cf. Mt 12:28-30 
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Poem 1061         
 

Sharing Your Birthright   1 
 

O Son of Love ! Paschal Brother ! 

You share with us –  

Your BIRTHRIGHT 

– As the Beloved of the Ascension ! 

The Delight of Abba’s eye ! 

The Yearning of Abba’s heart ! 

 

Your Abba, OUR Abba, 

Encompasses ALL hearts that love 

… In His eager, fatherly Embrace of You, 

O Ascended Brother !  

 

Wondrously, the Spirit of Abba’s Goodness 

… The very Embrace of Family Tenderness … 

Takes possession, Jesus, of Your, and our, spirits ! 

Our new glorified consciousness, within You, 

Is itself, overwhelmed 

By the flood of Your Divine Love, within us, 

As You thrill to Abba’s transforming Embrace ! 

 

We ourselves 

“Tremble to the core of our being,”    2 

As we EXPERIENCE 

Abba’s and Your Family Spirit, within 

– Alive with Life for all  

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1061, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, Canungra, April 2012.                      2 Sg 5:4 
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Poem 1062       
 

Simple Hearts … Transparent Hearts   1
 

 

 

The hearts of most young children 

Are open, guileless, uncomplicated, 

And simple . 

These simple hearts of young children 

Are hearts that love, wholly and solely, 

For the good of themselves-with-others . 

But, on a deeper level, 

To sustain a selfless loving focus, 

OLDER simple hearts need to become SUFFERING hearts 

–Not choosing suffering, directly, 

But making choices, within context, wherein suffering often arises . 

In IMITATION of the simple heart of Jesus, 

They are led by the Spirit, little by little, 

To CHOOSE –  

To co-suffer with, and for, others … the pain of Gethsemene . 

At times, they are drawn, through the brutalizing ascent of Calvary, 

 Into a purer, self-sacrificing love . 

This itself, not rarely, is burnished to the intense clarity, and transparency 

Of BLIND SURRENDER … 

In the agonizing throes of the furnace of Golgotha . 
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Ultimately, suffering hearts become TRANSPARENT to the Divine, through intense suffering, 

…As MOSES, the intimate of Yahweh, is EXCLUDED from the Land of Promise ; 

… As FRANCIS, blest for being poor in spirit, receives the Paschal Stigmata ; 

… As MARY, the ever faithful one, becomes the co-crucified Mother ; 

And, transcending all these, and enabling all these, 

Jesus, 

In a miasma of pain for-all-others, 

DIED OF LOVE 

… Of love’s deepest pain 

– Of feeling abandoned by His own Abba-God ! 

How so? So deeply did He love ‘BEING US, 

He took OUR abandonment wholly to Himself . 

Jesus’ total identifying with the crushing hell of our being abandoned 

Simply boke His heart 

… And emptied Him of life . 

 

It ruptured His heart 

More than any soldier’s lance 

… Ripping His very body and spirit apart 

In a DEATH … 

To all that IS ANTI-LIFE  

… Of love’s deepest pain 

– To humanity’s misery, sin and suffering , 

Culminating for each person … 

In the fear, the sting, the power, the terror of death itself ! 
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All now changes for Jesus : 

Wholly unburdened by the darkness, the finality, of death … 

Totally free of the chaos, the divisiveness, the opaqueness of evil … 

Jesus’ depthless love for us 

Is now utterly transparent ! 

It reveals, in radiant, dawn-fresh clarity 

– In a surge of LIFE that floods the cosmos –  

His Abba-God’s depthless love 

For His most compassionate, most lovable Son ! 

 

Thus, for us 

– Once outcasts, abandoned ones, 

NOW, KIN TO CHIRST RISEN –  

The gift of a simple heart 

Also comes as with Jesus, by way of CHOOSING, 

Gethsemene … Calvary … Golgotha 

– For LOVE of others . 

 

Only then, can that gift RESERVED FOR THE SON 

– A transparent heart –  

Be readied to transmit to many NEW brothers and sisters … 

The Light of Abba’s Ascensional Dawning within His own heart 

– The Enabling, Life-giving Presence of the Spirit ! 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1062. Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, Canungra, April 2012. 
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Poem 1063        
 

The Breeze   1 

 

In the stillness of a heart 

Open in prayer, 

Our wandering spirits, 

Unknowingly, 

Can come to rest 

Within the cupped hands of God 

Who … if we stay at ease, and in peace, 

Within His Fathering Presence … 

Can very well raise us to His lips 

To breathe His Kiss upon us . 

 

Just as unknowingly, as this Spirit-Kiss touches our spirit, 

Abba’s ever-creative Spirit 

OFTEN further alerts us to Abba’s Presence within 

…  Just as He constantly prompted the historical Jesus … 

By using ‘cues’ from the natural world, and from ordinary human interaction . 

 

Perhaps the Spirit alerts us to the ‘ Breeze’, across the room, 

That caresses our face, 

And shivers the leaves of a potted palm 

… In a passing ‘dazzle’ of reflected Light . 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1063, Monthly Retreat, Marina Valley, Canungra, April 2012. 
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Poem 1064       
 

The Weaver   1 

 

 

For any one of us, 

Gently cutting the toenails of a pensioner 

Could supply a cameo detail 

Of a suburban portrait of Jesus 

… WOVEN by our lives . 

  

Indeed, together, the Spirit and various ones of us, 

Already assemble a living tapestry 

Of “Humanity’s Compassionate One”: 

Its strands –  the weaving of hearts together, day by day 

Its backing – the fabric of the community’s support 

Its colours – our feelings for each other 

Its weaver artist, and subject  – Jesus, who “wrote in the dust”.   2 

 

This communal icon 

Becomes, for some, 

The only god they can revere . 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1064, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, Canungra, April 2012. 

2 Jn 8:8 
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Poem 1065     
 

The Sacred Threshold of the Commonplace   1 

 

 

Our every caring act and desire 

Unveils the Glory of the Divine 

Within the sanctuary 

Of our sweat-stained, and most ordinary of lives . 

This graced reality 

Allows us to present 

God’s ONLY FACE 

– OURS –  

Within the sacred threshold 

Of the common-place . 

 

So as we … 

Hold open a car door, pick up a dropped biro, 

Be pleasant at a bus stop, organize a farewell, 

Peacefully complete a download, pardon a queue-jumper, 

Listen to a depressed stranger, clean up the rubbish again, 

And do the washing for a daughter with low self-worth 

… Each, a pixel of Gospel Light … 

TOGETHER, they resolve into the image, of the Feet Washer at work . 
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If, with His mind, we empathize with items of T.V. news, 

A transformative change fill the lounge room 

– Causing a cynical comment to be left unuttered . 

If WE side with yet another boatload of refugees, 

Peace will follow their footsteps, 

For they WILL feel the press of some more welcoming hearts . 

If we bring ourselves to pray for a rapist, 

Abba will send His Son to visit him, 

To bear, with him, the brunt of a brutal twitter comment 

… To be imprisoned with him . 

 

Indeed, the intimacy, fidelity and sustaining presence of the Trinity 

Unfolds, in all its everyday splendour : 

… On our every suburban street … in a long-distance telephone call, 

… In a hushed intensive care ward … on a tourist lookout, 

… On a jog through an industrial estate … at a teenage party, 

And perhaps … more often in a red-light district, than on the stock exchange . 

 

The Trinity’s Fellowship of family warmth 

Is available HERE … and NOW … 

Abounding, not only in lives consecrated to Love, 

But, in a way ESPECIALLY blest by God, 

Among those of us 

Who are poor, sidelined, ignored, 

Disfigured, dysfunctional, tentative, vulnerable, humble, 

Plain-looking, awkward, slow of speech, 

And unnoticed … 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1065, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, Canungra, April 2012 
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Poem 1066      
 

Self-Giving   1 

 

Human self-giving 

Involves letting go –   

Of our spirit of self-absorption, 

Our self-focussing MINDS, 

Our self-indulging EMOTIONS, 

Our self-seeking MOTIVATIONS, 

… And especially, letting go 

Of our self-selected PASTS 

… Those controlling self-constructs of our memory … 

And of our self-fancied FUTURES, 

… Those self-affirming future worlds of our imaginings . 

 

O ! To be 

Open !  Open !  Open ! 

Truly OPEN people … 

With spirits, open to Abba’s Presence 

With minds, open to Christ’s  

With feelings, open to the Spirit’s PROMPTINGS, 

Wholly open to GOD’S VALUING our past, 

Wholly open to GOD’S VISION of our future, 

Wholly open to GOD’S WILL for us now . 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1066, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2012. 
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Poem 1067     
 

Plunged into God   1 

 

 

 

Our baptized, resurrected humanity 

Is our old limited, ‘unopen’ humanity 

Wholly transcended ! 

Paschally enveloped ! 

Divinely transformed ! 

 

The real miracle of our resurrected humanity 

Happens not in the confines of a tomb 

– Within the darkness of an earthen womb –  

But in our darkened, dying hearts, 

In our dried-up, hardening spirits, 

In the black cave of our humanity.  

 

To be resurrected, is to be plunged into God : 

Heart-first into Love’s Ocean ! 

Our baptized resurrected humanity 

Is bathed in new Life ! 

Awash with new Energy ! 

Immersed in a new Identity : 

Re-humanized ! Re-vitalized ! Re-destined ! 
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The waters of re-generation drench our very spirits 

And they come dazzlingly ALIVE : 

God’s Life 

–As grace-spangled Light –  

Surges through the whole of our being 

– Through all our relationships –  

DIVINIZING 

Our minds, our emotions, our past, our future ; 

God’s Presence enters and enables our PRESENT,  

Companioning us … 

So, IN CHRIST, we are swept up into the Fellowship of Love ! 

Quenched with joy ! 

… At rest in a sea of peace . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1067, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2012. 
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Poem 1068     
 

The Dance of Love   1 

 

 

In Eucharist, 

Jesus ‘BROTHERS’ the wondrous loving and the deep tenderness 

Of Divine Belonging 

… To us . 

The Ascending Jesus takes our hand within His, 

Encompassing our hearts within His 

… His empathy becoming OURS … 

Enfolding our spirits within His 

… His openness to Abba becoming OURS … 

 

TOGETHER we are swept up into Abba’s Embrace : 

The “One-ing” Song of the Spirit 

Cascading with life ! 

Explosive with joy ! 

Limitlessly free ! 

Transforms this Paschal Embrace of Heaven and Earth 

Into  

The Dance of Love. 

Together we experience 

The Three as One 

One as Three 

Family in harmony . 
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For the homecoming Jesus 

… Divinity’s humanity 

Becomes 

Our  humanity’s Divinity ! 

 

Dancing now ‘ The Dance of Love’ , 

Our human hearts swirl, 

And galaxies twirl 

… As Abba dances out  His Wondrous Love 

For His loved and loving Son ! 

 

The Dance of Love 

Becomes 

Our circle of Belonging 

Our circle of Destiny ! 

Our circle of Community ! 

… Deepening into 

Our Embrace of Glory’s Intimacy … 

Our Embrace of Love’s Eternity … 

Our Embrace of Mystery’s Trinity … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1068, Monthly Retreat, Tugun, Gold Coast, May 2012. 
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Poem 1069     
 

Each Human Face   1 

 

As every bloom 

Is a glimpse of Beauty Divine, 

So each human face 

–Be it through creation’s grace alone, 

Or the grace of redemptive struggle, 

Or the grace of divine intimacy –  

Reveals 

A FACET of the goodness and humanity of Jesus, 

And thus, some personal image of Abba Himself, 

And captures, in some light, 

The shy splendour of Their Spirit . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1069, Monthly Retreat, Tugun, Gold Coast, May 2012. 
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Poem 1070     
 

The Spirit’s Prompting   1 

 

If we are not sensitive 

To the subtle promptings of grace, 

Not responsive to their understated simplicity, 

–Our spirits are slowly numbed 

By a glib, competitive, overstated, adrenalized world ; 

–Our spirits are gradually estranged 

By the relentless drift into SELF-ABSORPTION … 

Which, in the end, leaves us, with just that – our SELF ; 

– And our spirits are, choice by choice, 

De-sensitized, hardened, and de-humanized – by worldliness 

… Especially our own . 

 

Indeed, the Spirit, within, 

– As Jesus teaches us –  

Moves “AS THE WIND”, without :   2 

Its IMMEDIACY upon ourself is subtly sensed, 

… And leaves us unable to discern 

–How it arrives, its timing and duration, and its effects . 

 

Positively, the Spirit’s PROMPTING –  

Comes as a gift, and as a surprise, 

Comes as a suggestion … to be chosen, not debated, 

Has a focus that is personal and specific, 

Favours gentle, receptive spirits, 

And engenders a simple, deep trust . 
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The Spirit’s prompting settles in our spirit 

… Like dew-fall . 

We need to respond, with faith 

– As we do 

To Jesus’ Bread of Sacrifice, and to Abba’s Fellowship 

… With reverence and thanksgiving . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1Poem 1070,Monthly Retreat, Tugun, Gold Coast, May 2012. 

2 Jn 3:8 
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Poem 1071    
 

The Spirit’s Sevenfold Gifts   1 

 

The Spirit unfolds the sevenfold Gifts of Love 

Within the Paschal Mystery of our lives, 

And does so, as it were, concentrically 

… In a sequence, moving from the impersonal ‘secular’ wilderness 

Of spiritual ‘lost-ness’ and estrangement, 

To the first outer circle – of repentance and welcoming forgiveness . 

 

Progressively … as the growth of love in our ‘spirit-lives’ unfolds, 

Gift within gift, circle within circle, 

We are DRAWN, by way of continuing Paschal Sacrifice 

– Ever more deeply, ever more intimately –  

Into the innermost circle 

… To that Ascensional Union of Abba and Jesus in the Spirit . 

THEY, within this Mystery of Their Wondrous Communing, 

CENTRE 

Not merely our consciousness, and our identity, 

But also our freely-willed experiences of living and loving . 

 

Abba, Jesus, and the Spirit PERSONALIZE and ENABLE 

– Within Their Fellowship of Love –  

Our profoundly shared Destiny 

 – Such that Their wise Loving 

Becomes ours 

… As we see, feel, think and choose 

AS THEY do . 
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Our pilgrimage begins, as we become RECEPTIVE 

To the Spirit’s first Gift – FEAR OF THE LORD . 

From fearing God’s absence in our lives 

And fearing to offend God’s goodness, 

Through being amazed at Abba’s forgiveness 

And amazed at His loving – kindness, 

We are DRAWN 

To being in awe … that we’ve become a home for God ! 

And equally in awe, of all others in whom God finds a home ! 

 

WITHIN that Gift, the Spirit bestows the GIFT OF PIETY 

… Wherein we reverence Abba 

For His wondrous daily activity in our lives, 

Honouring His Paschal Presence within us, 

Through PRAYER . 

Through this GIFT, we are moved to be more responsive, 

More emotionally expressive, 

With freer body language 

… Reverencing, also, Abba’s Presence 

IN our friends, WITHIN our family, and WITHIN community . 

We are moved, also to GLORIFY Abba’s indwelling them, through the Spirit , 

With devotion and deep respect. 

We are moved to revere Christ’s Brotherly Presence 

… In the Sacraments, especially in the Eucharist, and in the Sacred Scriptures. 

Continuously we venerate His Spirit’s re-shaping and sanctifying of our lives 

With devotion and fervour . 
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WITHIN that Gift, the Spirit bestows the GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE 

… Wherein we PERSONALIZE any new knowledge of the Trinity, 

As another movement into a deeper MUTUALITY, 

Being drawn into a more profound INTIMACY with Them . 

Through this GIFT, we freely allow any new graced insights 

To move easily from the intellect’s objective knowing , 

Through our subjectively FELT, graced emotional awareness, 

To being RECEPTIVE to what our body 

Sub-consciously tells us . 

Then, as we watch and wait, in silence and stillness, 

Our very spirit SENSES a new quality, 

Through this GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE, 

… In being ever more ‘OPENED’ TO GOD . 

 

WITHIN that Gift, the Spirit bestows the GIFT OF FORTITUDE 

… Wherein we welcome the STRENGTH the Spirit especially offers us 

As we strive to live out each experience PASCHALLY . 

We welcome also the GIFT of COURAGE – literally a movement of the heart 

… Whereby we FEEL GOOD about facing difficulties 

– Confident in the Spirit’s empowering company . 

We further welcome the GIFT of PERSERVERANCE the Spirit offers us … 

When – sensing that the Spirit ALWAYS provides –  

We love to remain, trustfully, within Abba’s embrace . 
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There now follows, in our lives, 

A distinct depthing of the Spirit’s Presence 

–Such that the remaining Gifts much more HIGHLIGHT 

The Spirit’s activity, not ours . 

 

 

 

The Spirit thus invites us to be distinctly more RECEPTIVE 

As, from WITHIN the Gift of Fortitude, there emerges the GIFT OF COUNSEL . 

Here, we sense the Spirit’s Presence, as that of a GUIDING FRIEND 

… Eager, hour by hour, to suggest to us 

Our way into the Mystery of the Cross . 

The Spirit also suggests to us how, on rising each day, 

And renewed by Eucharistic Love, 

We ought allow ourselves to BE LED … 

To encounter the Paschal Christ in others . 

Moreover, the Spirit co-opts others, TO DISCERN WITH US 

New directions for our lives 

–So we can become, who we are, THROUGH others . 

Conversely, as the Spirit animates us to COUNSEL others, 

The same Spirit prompts us to suggest 

New directions for THEIR lives . 
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Sensitizing us into a deeper receptivity still, 

The Spirit now draws, from WITHIN this Gift of Counsel, 

The precious GIFT OF UNDERSTANDING, for us . 

Here, the Spirit gifts us with profound insight 

Into the Paschal Mystery … 

So we begin to understand, as Christ understands 

–In a profoundly deeper way, than through our earlier GIFT OF KNOWLEDGE . 

 

Indeed, the Spirit leads us into the VISION 

Of both being immersed within Christ’s Identity 

As the Beloved of Abba, 

And beholding the wondrous Circle of Love – from WITHIN ! 

We come to understand, from within 

–That all of these graced Gifts of the Spirit 

Can operate concurrently 

… In a re-cycling, and ever enriching way of love ! 

 

The Spirit’s crowing, and CENTERING Gift is that of WISDOM 

… Emerging within our experience of the Gift of Understanding . 

Through a process of growth, 

Wisdom buds, blooms, and fruits 

… Under the radiant Light of the Word 

… And enveloped in the vitalizing warmth of the Spirit . 

Ultimately, we come to see, as God sees 

–With the eyes of the Beloved : Risen, Ascended and En-Spirited . 

We come ALIVE to a vision of our humanity 

Divinized within Abba’s Embrace . 
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We are vivified by this all-encompassing, catholic vision, 

Drawing all of the Church’s experience into focus 

… And what we see, WE BECOME ! 

We behold the Face of Love, 

And Love beholds ours : AS CHRIST’S ! 

In so doing, the Spirit brings all into unity … 

So, being One’d in Love, 

Being Togethered, in Giving and Receiving, 

We are wise, as God is wise 

… Seeing, feeling, thinking and loving as They do . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1071, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, May 2012. 
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Poem 1072     
 

God’s Very Breath   1 

 

 

With the Father’s utter love, 

And indescribable compassion, 

Our Abba God 

Speeds the Spirit Most Holy, 

God’s very Breath, 

To breathe into Jesus, 

Dead and sin-entombed 

… TO BRING TO LIFE, IN CHRIST, 

The Body of Christ, the Church 

… Divinizing faithful humanity in the Beloved 

… Readying all, for Abba’s Enrapturing Embrace ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1072, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, Pentecost 2012. 
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Poem 1073      
 

Within Jesus’ Relationship with Abba   1 

 

All of Jesus’ activities 

… His loving-kindness to the needy, and to the hurting, 

… His shaping of the hearts of The Twelve as servant-leaders 

… His Paschal devotion in creating the Eucharist, 

Occurred within the heart-space 

Of his relationship with His Abba . 

 

For EVERYTHING OF WORTH, in His life, and IN all of life, 

He honoured Abba. 

His whole consciousness centered on Abba 

– “What the Father teaches me, is what I preach”   2 

In truth, the giftedness of His very IDENTITY 

Rested with Abba … 

“Abba and I are one”.   3 

 

 

Indeed, ALL of Jesus’ CHOICES 

Revealed His all-encompassing love of Abba : 

… The simple, humble expression of a Son’s feelings 

“Abba, if it’s Your desire, take this cup for me”,   4 

… His deep desire to lead those “sheep without a shepherd”   5 

Home to the heart of Abba ; 

… The deep trust and utter openness of His heart 

Suffused with prayer to Abba. 
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It is out of the depths of this intimacy with Abba 

… That His profound kindness, and thus His heartful teachings, flowed  

 … That His deeply healing and reconciling exorcisms were sourced 

… And that His compassion-filled, and faith-centering miracles of love, arose. 

Out of this intimacy and giving energy and unity to all He did, 

Was the WAY in which He loved ! 

“I do only, what I see Abba doing”   6 

… Most wondrously expressed, as humanity’s son,  

In the love-holocaust of His Paschal Sacrifice for us all . 

 

 

Thus, ultimately, Jesus’ VISION of His destiny 

–And, of course, of OURS –  

Lay only with Abba . 

Yet, a most intimate, a most profoundly amazing 

REALITY 

Newly emerges, for Jesus, 

And thus, for us, as well 

… In Jesus’ Ascensional Encounter with Abba . 

 

 

In His Ascension, 

Jesus’ HUMANITY is wholly suffused with a Presence 

… So mysterious, so marvellous, so PERSONAL 

That Someone 

–The very SPIRIT of Who They Are Together –  
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Radiates forth Their love 

… Actualizing it : en-vitalizing it ! 

Being, PERSONALLY One with Them ! 

Wondrously alive IN Them ! 

This is the Spirit of Union with God, of Union within God 

– Eternally forming a Tri-unity of Love ! 

And as it is with Jesus, so it is with us, IN Jesus Ascended ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1073, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2012. 

2 Jn 8:28  3 Jn 10:30  4 Lk 22:42    5 Mt 9:36    6 Cf Jn 5:19b. 
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Poem 1074        
 

The Fruits of Freedom   1 

 

 

True human freedom 

Opens the heart, to feel more keenly, 

Revitalizes and sharpens our memories, 

Values and enhances our present imagery, 

– All … to VIVIFY our imagination, 

So that, with ease and with delight, 

We ENVISION a more joyful future 

Together . 

 

 

 

Spiritually, this freedom 

– Deepens all of our relationships 

Anchoring them to our Covenant with Christ Crucified ; 

–Opens us to the liberating love 

Of the Spirit of Destiny 

Who enables us, in the Ascended Jesus, to gaze 

Into the love-filled eyes  

Of a grateful and welcoming Father ! 
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Most deeply, freedom allows us to be drawn 

Into the very heart of the Mystery, 

Into the surrender of the whole of self 

… With its multiplicity of motivations … 

To the Divine simplicity of Fellowship . 

Here we freely abandon ourselves to the Eternal Rhythm 

Of breathing forth … 

Of breathing in … 

The Breath of ALL Life 

…Love unto Love 

Love within Love . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1047, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2012. 
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Poem 1075       
 

Love-Light-Life-Love   1 

 

How are Love, Light, and Life linked ? 

Because “God is Love” … 

All begin with Love, and end with Love . 

 

The Love 

Of Abba, Jesus, and Loyce   2 

Is ‘a consuming Fire’:   3 

ALL given, in a holocaust of Each Person’s Self ! 

Three Flames blaze as One 

In a Triune self-surrender 

That ETERNALIZES Their Love . 

It also actualizes the Fellowship of Their Giving 

As the RADIANT Light of Love . 

 

This Light 

Is like the sun’s LIGHT, being transformed into LIFE in plants, 

And, as in a deeper reality, each human person 

Comes ALIVE and is sustained, biochemically 

Only through LIGHT, ultimately … of the sun . 

Surpassingly, the true “Light of the world”   4 

Radiates forth within our SPIRITS, 

Wherein it vivifies, uplifts, and unifies us SPIRITUALLY ! 
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This Light VIVIFIES us, deep within our spirit, 

By triggering the Life-force  

Which is the seed of faith, planted there as gift . 

Divine Light causes this faith 

To bud forth, to OPEN TO the Divine . 

Divine Light sustains this growing openness, with Scriptural insights 

– Causing it, as it were to break ‘into leaf’ 

So to enable it to track its real source of warmth and light ! 

Thus is our new Life, continually enriched by Light ! 

 

In time, Divine Light causes this new Life in us 

To bloom, with flowers of love 

… A love, orientated, now, in its INNER, reproductive possibilities, 

To spreading the very Love it itself is experiencing ! 

 

Moreover, Light IDENTIFIES us 

… Giving us an identity, 

Allowing us, through the flowering of our love, 

To replicate for others, 

A radiance of that vitalizing Light . 

We thus become a co-source of that Light . 

IDENTIFIED with this Light of Love, 

We yearn to be one with that Light 

That irradiates all, with Life and Love ! 
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Ultimately, this Light UNIFIES us . 

By bringing us INTO UNION with itself 

– The ONE SOURCE of Light, Life, and Love ! 

Light unites US together 

… As we come alive with a SHARED Life 

… And with our hearts orientated to a common DESTINY . 

This destiny is, AS ITS SOURCE : 

‘A-living-forever-in-Love’. 

Thus, the cycle is complete 

… And, what began with Love, ends with Love . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

1 Poem 1075, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2012. 

2 Loyce is my familiar name for the Holy Spirit, who is Paschal LOVE, JOY AND PEACE.  Pronounced LOY-CEE – Author. 

3 Cf Ex 3:2 and Sg 8:6, 7  4 Jn 8:12 
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Poem 1076     
 

“I Am who Am”  1 

 

For those with faith, 

Every self-revelation of God 

Inevitably re-forms and transforms our hearts . 

God is present within His Lovable Word, 

Personally inviting God’s people, us, 

To listen 

– To allow our hearts to be changed, 

And to follow our hearts … with graced courage . 

 

Because God alone is “First”,   2 

God’s self-revelation, 

And desires for us, 

Are, always, God’s own loving initiative 

–Expressed simply, directly, clearly and specifically , 

And are always, fundamentally, LOVE-requests . 

 

 Thus, to love God, IS TO BE LOVED by God 

… Because, our spirits are dazzlingly TRANSPARENT 

To God’s loving gaze ! 

Yes God is utterly empathetic 

To ALL the movements of our hearts, 

Wondrously sensitive to our layered, often ambivalent, responses . 
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God’s central self-revelation, 

–Until the RADIANT REVELATION of the Paschal Christ 

Lights up our “new humanity”, and creation itself –    3 

Is Yahweh’s 

“I Am Who Am”.   4 

 

Firstly, this Divine Name draws us into the Divine Mystery 

That is essentially PERSONAL – “I … WHO” : 

– To SOMEONE, who is absolutely different … “Who Am” … from man ; 

– To SOMEONE, who is incomprehensible and inaccessible to us 

… Because of OUR INABILITY to stay in the PRESENT ; 

– To SOMEONE, who, in ‘NOT-BECOMING’ ‘not-being-a-body’ IS SPIRIT  

And thus invisible, intangible and immeasurable 

… To our SENSATE persons, with our MEDIATED perception ; 

– To SOMEONE, who is both ETERNAL PROMISE … “I Am”, 

And ETERNAL REALITY … “WHO AM” ; 

– To SOMEONE … “I AM WHO AM” … who is beyond time, timeless, 

… Wherein, memory of the past, imagining the future, has no relevance ; 

– To SOMEONE, who is WHOLLY OTHER to us humans, 

 And thus, INCOMPARABLE and UNSURPASSABLE 

… Beyond the reach of us, who proceed from the known to the unknown ! 
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POSITIVELY … 

All is Mystery, 

Other than what 

Yahweh willingly, personally, lovingly reveals . 

“I AM WHO AM” is utterly PRESENT  : 

– To God’s Self … immediately, wholly ! 

– To us … through sign and symbol, from “glory unto glory”,   5 

To those present, in the present, and as ‘a present’! 

– To all space …being everywhere ‘here’ … without and within, 

… Loving us ‘heart to heart’, ‘spirit within spirit’ , 

… Dialoguing with us in prayer, ‘face to face’, unsensed by us . 

– To all time … being with time, centering time, uniting our past, present and future 

… Thus rendering our past and future radically OPEN to our present, 

… Allowing our past and future graces, forgiveness, loving encounters and prayer, 

To flow freely into our present – and vice versa ! 

 

“I AM WHO AM” is a LIVING presence :…6 

Who is ALIVE … as the very SOURCE OF LIFE is ALIVE ! 

Who is immediately, and utterly spontaneously present 

Who is extraordinary active and attentive, 

Who is the consciousness with our consciousness, 

Who is the source of all en-ergy and en-thusiam . 
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“I AM WHO AM” is utterly PERSONAL … “I  …WHO”: 

– Utterly open to God’s Self 

… And thus, to utter Self-giving, 

– Utterly open to all creatures 

… Relating to all, WITHIN God’s Self, 

… Relating to God’s chosen, IN Christ . 

 

“I AM WHO AM”, in being SPIRIT 

– Is ‘utter withiness’ 

… The consciousness within ALL consciousness ; 

– Is utterly close 

… Nearer to us than our thoughts and decisions, 

Centering our spirits ; 

–Is utterly intimate 

… At home with, indwelling ALL … 

Whose lives invite Yahweh to abide with them, 

Immersing them in divine loving-kindness 

And in limitless tenderness . 

 

In being intimate THUS, Yahweh –  

  Loves, utterly, 

Loves, to self-surrender, 

Loves self-openness and revelation, 

And loves, creatively 

… That is, being lovingly CREATIVE of new lovers, 

Wooing them to share in God’s own love . 
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Indeed, “I AM WHO AM’S” KNOWLEDGE 

Is lovingly, limitlessly available 

To each, and all, of these new lovers . 

So too, Yahweh’s compassion, freedom and power 

Is lovingly, limitlessly, available 

–Healing, liberating, and empowering these new lovers ! 

 

This core self-revelation, “I AM WHO AM”, 

Is revealed only to Isra-el 

… The people ‘forever-struggling’ with God … 

The people of Yahweh’s heart, 

The people Yahweh repeatedly favours and faithfully chooses . 

 

While holding the vast universe caringly close, 

Yahweh shows lowly, powerless Israel 

Both the tenderness of a father,   7 

And the passion of a man in love .   8 

Unable to restrain an overflowing heart, 

Yahweh reveals the God-Name 

To Moses’ humble heart,    9 

And the choice of being a faith-father, with a faith-family, 

To the wide-open heart of Abraham, …10 

And then, in faithfulness to his descendants 

… Affirming this Covenanted Saving Love anew to David 

… Offering to ALL, the Divine Presence – as an Eternal Pledge . 
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Glorifying in being “the Holy One of ISRAEL”,   11 

“I AM WHO AM” pledges 

That His radiant goodness, and His overflowing generosity, 

Dwell with … become the prized possession of … His people, “God’s betrothed”   12 

–For it is Yahweh’s holiness that sanctifies them : 

“ I Yahweh, will sanctify you !”   13 

 

For Israel’s part, Yahweh becomes 

“ The rock of Israel”,   14 

“God, our saviour” ,   15 

“O Shepherd of Israel”,   16 

“ Yahweh whom we love”.   17 

Indeed, “I AM WHO AM” has won their hearts 

… And ours, the New Israel ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________________ 

1 Poem 1076, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2012. 

2 Is 41:4   3 Eph 2:15  4 Ex 3:14  5 2Cor 3:8  6 Cf JG 8:19  7 Cf Hos 11:1   

8 Cf Hos 2:16ff  9 Cf Ex 3:14  10 Cf Gen 15:5 ,6       11 Is 1:4   12 Hos 2:21  13 Ex 31:13 

 14 Gen 49:24  15 Ps 85:4  16 Ps 80:1   17 Ps 18:1 
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Poem 1077    
 

“You Are My Son, the Beloved”   1 

 

It is IN the Spirit 

That the encounter of the Father with the Son of Earth 

Takes place . 

It is at His baptism, 

That Jesus becomes joyously filled with this understanding 

… As He hears the Father say to Him : 

“You are my Son, the Beloved ; 

My Favour rests on you !”   2 

 

This wondrously loving affirmation 

… Of God being His personal Father … 

–At the very moment of His chosen IMMERSION 

In the lives and sufferings of ‘the poor of Yahweh’ –  

Overwhelms Jesus 

With waves of filial tenderness . 

 

Awesomely, breathtakingly amplifying 

This marvellous reality of Sonship, 

Is Jesus’ exultant joy 

In being simultaneously enveloped 

By the Spirit of Favour 

– Seen as a DOVE HOVERING DIRECTLY OVER HIM 

And, as the Father Himself arranged, 

“Coming down … TO REST UPON HIM”.   3 
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Equally astonishing, 

The Dove had “descended on Him”   4 

… In a shaft of light, connecting heaven with earth … 

Just as Jesus “saw the heavens torn apart”,   5 

And heard His Father’s voice ! 

‘Surely’ Jesus wondered in awe –  

‘ This Cloud of Presence is the same Glory Cloud 

That overshadowed Moses and Yahweh’s people, 

And is the same “Power of the Most High”   6 

That, so lovingly, “covered” my own mother 

“With its shadow”?’   7 

 

Jesus’ humbled heart opened in an abyss of love 

For being so wondrously favoured … 

So divinely familied … 

Familied by the Father of all love ! 

IN this Spirit of depthless love  

… Jesus’ heart almost burst with joy ! 

 

Amazingly, 

In OUR baptism into the Paschal Mystery 

–The Mystery which “COMES … TO REST” within our spirit –    8 

This too, is OUR inner experience : 

The Father’s utter Revelation to us 

Of the totality of His Godness 

–AS Jesus 

–IN the Spirit ! 
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For, immersed in our Paschal encounter, 

… IN the Ascended Jesus, WITH the Father of Homecoming, 

ENVELOPED in the Spirit of Adoption … 

We, too, hear the words 

– As they are IMPRESSED on our hearts –  

“You are my Beloved , 

My Favour rests on you !”   9 

 

In the ‘NOW’ following our baptism, 

Our response needs to be that of Jesus 

Following His immersion : 

As, with the Beloved, gazing into HIS Father’s eyes, 

We give word to our love 

… With the familiarity and impulse of being Child : 

… “ABBA”… 

 

And, equally wondrously, with Jesus, in His ‘NOW’ 

In His very moment of emerging from the waters, 

–In His fellowship with “the poor in spirit” –    10 

We, too, sense the Spirit of Uniting enveloping us 

– ‘ Twin-ing’ our spirits with Jesus’, 

Animating every fibre of our person , 

Moving us to dance the dance of love : 

… With our ocean-hearted Abba ! 

… With the Spirit of All Joy ! 

… With all the poor in spirit IN Christ Uplifted, 

Singing the song of ‘Abba ! Abba ! Abba !’  
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Later in His ministry, yet still coupling His words to His baptismal epiphany … 

Our Brother Jesus reveals to us 

His Identity with His Father 

… In the enabling Presence of Their Spirit 

– Within a Trinity of Love  

… ‘  “ABBA and I are one”   11 

In OUR SPIRIT’. 

 

Now, FOR US, Abba graces us, in Jesus Ascended, 

With the Spirit of Their Embrace : 

The Spirit of Communing, of Community, and of Communication ! 

This Spirit so penetrates us, 

That we ourselves RADIATE the Spirit of the Glory of God 

… Within humanity, within creation … 

Becoming, through the same Spirit –  

“The radiance of the Father’s splendour” ,   12 

“Radiating the light of the knowledge of God’s Glory”.    13 

 

Thus, in Jesus – in us, God’s self-revelation becomes complete 

… Jesus fully, utterly revealing God in OUR humanity . 

Thus, with the Gift of His loved and loving Son, 

Abba has nothing more to give ! 

God lies utterly OPEN 

… And never more open, never more self-giving 

Never more self-sacrificial, 

Than in the climactic outpouring of love for us 

In the death of  the God-Son upon the cross . 
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Equally, God is never more open 

Never more welcoming, 

Never more receptive, 

Than in Abba’s “running” to “clasp and kiss” us,   14 

IN Jesus Ascended . 

In our enrapturous embrace 

Within Abba’s enveloping arms, 

Within the depthless love of Abba’s heart, 

We enter Love’s Family Home 

… At peace within in the Spirit of Rest 

And Conviviality ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1077, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, June 2012. 

2 Mk 1:11  3 Jn 1:32   4 Lk 3:22  5 Mk 1:10  6 Lk 1:35  7 Lk 1:35  8 Jn 1:33 

9 Mk 1:11  10 Mt 5:3  11 Jn 10:30     12 Heb 1:3   13 2Cor 4:6  14 Lk 15:20 
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Poem 1078      
 

Paradise   1 

 

‘Paradise’, literally, is a GARDEN OF DELIGHTS 

… Scripture’s image of the promised paradise of HEAVEN . 

But, deeper than both of these, 

Paradise is A HEART FILLED WITH LOVE 

… Most profoundly, the heart of our Brother 

– Jesus, the Beloved of God and humanity –  

Who, like a garden fountain, fills our hearts with delights, and gladdens our eyes ! 

 

So, how wonderful it was for Jesus, on the Cross, 

To say to the good thief, 

With the deepest of brotherly love – 

“This day, you will be with me, in paradise”.   2 

For the thief, this means being raised up with Jesus, 

Adopted as son, ALIVE in the heart of the Son, 

And, as such, welcomed AS the Beloved of Abba’s heart ! 

 

Ironically, the Beloved even pre-occupies hearts DEVOID OF LOVE . 

Within these who have rejected Jesus, and His way of love, 

And who have re-focussed radically on themselves , 

Their experience of self is of a hellish, emptied heart-space 

Defiantly exclusive, because they define themselves as in absolute nil need of Him. 

Theirs are hearts in turmoil, burning with the tormented feelings 

… Of rage, self-hatred, jealousy, and resentment, 

Of arrogance, stubbornness of heart, and deep despair ! 
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For us, then, to KNOW that our lovable brother Jesus 

Draws us from such a possible hell, to His paradise 

Of a Divinely-human heart filled with love, 

IMPELS us to pray with ever-heartfelt gratitude, 

A boundless Eucharist of Thanksgiving 

… In the Spirit of deepest Communion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1078, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2012. 

2 Lk 23:43 
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Poem 1079   
 

De-humanizing, and Humanizing Our Lives   1 

 

There are two truths, evident to most : 

That deceit slowly de-humanizes both the deceived and the deceiver, 

And, that espousing equality, enhances the humanity of all ! 

But what of the deeper origins and causes 

Of de-humanizing, and humanizing, our lives ? 

 

If there be three levels, of depthing these two realities, 

Then, at the INITIAL level … 

Failure “to read the signs of the time”    thus deceiving ourselves,   2 

Clearly de-humanizes us … 

Because, we fail to LIVE WITH CHANGE : 

–We develop mind-sets and limiting repetitive responses  

That smother spontaneity, creativity and initiative 

Both in ourselves, and in others ; 

–And, crucially, we fail to develop that Paschal consciousness 

That integrates ALL life … 

The old, the present, and the new . 

 

Contrariwise, it is Paschal consciousness 

That welcomes the new, that welcomes change … 

Ever re-generating, and deepening our humanity 

– “I make all things new”   3 
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At a deeper level, 

A wilful READINESS TO DECEIVE spreads its white-anting tactics 

De-humanizing us, degree by degree . 

No longer “face to face” with God and others, 

We wear a wardrobe of guises ! 

The OPENNESS, essential to all good relating, 

Disappears … ploy by ploy ; 

Secretiveness enters in, keeping all in a shadowland of evasion ; 

Our Paschal consciousness withers away ; 

Accelerating distrust spreads through our network of relationships ; 

Our humanity struggles to surface ; 

And our deceit deepens, into destructive betrayals 

… Remembering, it was betrayal that put Jesus on the cross . 

 

This vicious circle, 

This whirlpool of lies, flattery, and subterfuge, 

This adrenalized state of ‘double’ lives, pretence, and fear of exposure 

Cause one’s swirling energy, to tighten and tighten 

– Highly TENSING US, squeezing the humanity out of us : 

Expediency becomes all ! 
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However, this cycle can be broken, and its tightening energies loosened 

… With the gentleness and sacrificial love of Jesus : 

“Be children of the Most High, 

For He is kind towards the ungrateful and evil”.   4 

And more gently still, Jesus heartens us : 

“Love your enemies, 

Do good to those who hate you, 

Bless those who slander you, 

Pray for those who mistreat you .”   5 

 

It is this Divinely-human love for our slanderers 

That can break the cycle of deceit 

–Profoundly HUMANIZING those who deceive, 

And ultimately their whole web of ‘victims’ . 

Such unconditioned love 

Mirrors the love of the Crucified One 

Who died, for sinners 

… Including those whom He had condemned as hypocrites ! 
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At the deepest level, 

There is, accumulatively, nothing more de-humanizing 

Than divisions between us … 

And nothing more divisive, for ALL of our relating, 

Than ruptures within our ‘FAMILIES’. 

If we are divided, in heart, 

“Father against son, son against father” 

… Implicitly rejecting the Trinity … 

“Mother against daughter, daughter against mother” 

… Negating the Spirit of Nurturing and Unity …   6 

Then we are lost ! 

 

Ruptures at this core emotional level, 

Spread like a cancer to the rest of our lives 

–Often, like cancer, INVISIBLY over years . 

It contorts self-imagery, and our imagery of father and mother figures, 

Causing self-esteem, trust, and impulse-control to plummet, 

And, ironically, self-confidence and risk-taking to inflate . 

 

Such ‘family’ divisions damage our identity 

–Diminishing many of our relationships 

… Within other groupings and communities as well . 

This legacy conditions the way we study, recreate and work, 

Shaping our core moods, and how we handle suffering, 

And crucially … whom we marry, 

How our marriage evolves, 

And how we relate to OUR children . 
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Positively, what most profoundly humanizes our lives 

Is the presence 

Of an unshakeable sense of BEING LOVED, 

And the JOY in relating to every human person EQUALLY 

… As another Christ 

–Who, in His Paschal reality, 

Shares HIS VERY PERSON,  EQUALLY, with all who desire ! 

Yes, to espouse equality, is to IDENTIFY with the Paschal Jesus 

–Our enabling exemplar for loving deeply, and being passionately HUMAN ! 

 

Moreover, we choose Jesus 

Not only as our exterior model, 

But as one who abides deeply within our spirit 

–As one we can invite 

‘ To be OUR COMPASSION, to be our CHASTITY 

And to be our FREEDOM’   7 

… BECAUSE, our very identities unite ! 

 

It is the Paschal Jesus, raised up as humanity’s “new creation”   8 

–Humanity’s “alpha” and “omega” –   9 

Who regenerates and re-vitalizes OUR humanity 

… If we so choose . 

Believing in Jesus, or his “works”,   10 

Enables us to experience 

The Deep Communion 

Between Jesus Ascended and Abba   11 

   –That is the CENTERING REAITY of our lives ! 
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Ultimately, our Paschal TRANSPARENCY, and OPENNESS, to Eternal realities 

Convinces us that sin, divisiveness, de-humanization, 

Will ALWAYS BE NEGATED … 

Through living the life of the Paschal Jesus 

–Wherein He gifts our humanity with His Divine Dignity and Destiny ! 

This Paschal Jesus, in gathering a community to Himself, 

OPENS our every act, our every experience of suffering and joy 

–To a universal, integrative experience of being ALIVE in Him ! 

–And to an enabling, self-sacrificial love 

That unites both friends and enemies ! 

… Our earth to His heaven ! 

… Our humanity to His Divinity ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1079, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2012. 

2 Mt 16:14  3 Rv 21:5  4 Lk 6:35  5 Lk 6:27, 28  6 Lk 12:53  7 Cf 1Cor 1:30 

8 2Cor 5:17  9 Rv 21:6  10 Jn 10:26  11 Cf Jn 10:38 
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Folio Fifty-Five 

Poems 1080 – 1099  

1080  Light of Risen Glory.    * 

1081  “To God Be the Glory !” 

1082  How Gracious Is Our God. 

1083  “We’ve Come Back Home”. 

1084  The Seven Depthings of Truth. 

1085  Valuing the Past, Present, and Future. 

1086  Co-Sharing Jesus, Risen and Ascended. 

1087  Bonds of Love. 

1088  Declaration of Union. 

1089  Life from Light. 

1090  The Evolution of Our Identity. 

1091  The Seven Depthings of Love. 

1092  Bathe Us in Your Wondrous Light.   *  

1093  Drawn Beyond. 

1094  Swept Up into the Light. 

1095  The Wellspring of All Blessings. 

1096  Two Times of Grace, Become One. 

1097  Singing Our Heart-Song. 

1098  The Beauty of Love. 

1099  Beauty Dwells, Without, and Within. 

*Meant to be sung. 
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Poem 1080   

Light of Risen Glory   * 1 

 

Light of Risen Glory ! 

Wondrous Easter Lord ! 

Shine within our hearts 

… Now op’ning to Your Light ! 

 

Draw us all together 

Within Your Paschal heart 

… Op’ning to Your Abba 

So we become Your kin ! 

 

Ascended Son of Glory ! 

Within Your Abba’s arms 

… Wedding all that’s human 

To all that is Divine ! 

 

Fill us with Your Spirit ! 

O Paschal Light of Love ! 

Brother us as Family : 

Your Fellowship Divine ! 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1080, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2012. 

*Meant to be sung.  The Author’s original words, to Father Andersen’s tune for his hymn, The Exultet. 
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Poem 1081   

“To God, Be the Glory !”  1 

 

 

GOD’S GLORY IS REVEALED –    

  in the AURA of God’s Tri-Personal Being, 

   in the RADIANCE of God’s Presence, 

    in the GLOW of God’s holiness, 

     in the WARMTH of God’s compassion, 

      in the SPLENDOUR of God’s empowering, 

       in the LIGHT of God’s Word . 

 

 

This wondrous glory of God 

Is totally present in the PERSON of Jesus 

        – “ The radiance of the Father’s splendour.”    2 

The Risen and Ascended Jesus radiates glory in all His Being 

– To all humanity, to all creation ! 

 

 

Christ’s glory, in a uniquely PERSONIFYING way, 

Irradiates the Church community, 

Gathering it together, IN His own Person, 

Vitalizing it, through the Spirit of Glory ! 
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Jesus’ Paschal glory becomes wondrously present to us 

– Spangling space and time, 

Like the starlit universe of our nights –  

… Within the EUCHARIST 

… Upon the altar of sacrificial lives. 

Yet its glory is mysteriously CONTAINED, by Love’s Will, 

… Within the sensory limits of the sacramental symbols, 

… Within the familiarity of human selflessness . 

 

While thus visibly veiled, to all but a few ‘heart-friends’ of Jesus, 

It is, in truth, UNVEILED, to many hearts-of-FAITH. 

Indeed, Christ’s Paschal glory 

Is brought to fulfilment, ONLY through the lives 

Of Christened hearts … 

WITNESSING, one to another, 

As “members, one of another”,   3 

Within the “New Creation”, Christ.   4 

 

Our model in witnessing thus, is Paul : 

On Paul’s journey of sanctioned righteous anger, to Damascus, 

The “dazzling” glory of “Jesus the Nazarene”   5 

Personally overwhelmed him, 

Blinding him, 

Transforming him 

– So as to give God “the glory, 

In the Church, and in Christ Jesus”.   6 
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For us, as for Paul 

Immersion in this light of the “ New Creation”, 

Confirms us in our Christian identity and destiny 

– Radicalizing our humanity, 

So we identify as Jesus’ “co-heirs” !   7 

As Sons and daughters of Jesus’ own Father of Love, 

We share in Christ Ascended’s divine nature 

… Enveloped by His Spirit of Glory ! 

 

 

In lives, configured to that of Christ, 

We seek to suffer in Christ’s name 

– To have OUR suffering, “which completes the sufferings of Christ,”   8 

Transformed by the Spirit 

From “glory into glory”,   9 

So as to “glorify God”.   10 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1081, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2012. 

2 Heb 1:3  3 Eph 4:25 (N.R.S.V.)  4 2 Cor 5:17  5 Acts 22:11,8  6 Eph 3:21 7 Rom 8:17 

8 Col 1:24 (N.R.S.V.)  9 2 Cor 3:18  10 Jn 21:18 
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Poem 1082    

How Gracious Is Our God !   1
 

 

While grace is the gift of God alone, 

God eternally gives but ONE gift 

The SON – of His gracious love. 

This giving of the Son embodies all other gifts 

Such that the giver is Grace, 

The receiver is Graced, 

And the various gifts 

… The overflow of graciousness ! 

Truly … how gracious is our God ! 

 

Because God is the One who fathers, 

And delights in fashioning gifts for His children, 

His grace is the love of a parent : 

Love’s grace creates sons and daughters ! 

 

Mirroring the Love-Life of the Trinity, 

This grace of God 

Looks for fellowship and communion. 

It creates ENCOUNTERS 

Between the Divine Lover and those loved into Life : 

Introducing them, into the Life of the Son of Love 

… Into the Life, breathed forth in the Spirit of Love. 
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Thus Grace is the Loving Presence of God 

… Dwelling within, vitalizing and re-vitalizing our spirits. 

It is an utterly unmerited Gift. 

Grace is thus perceived only by faith 

– Yet faith itself is the fruit of grace ! 

Thus, in each person, grace, not effort, is the life-source 

Of transformation 

– Eliciting the co-operation of each recipient 

For its own receptivity ! 

 

Indeed, grace initiates and accompanies 

That responsive love 

Which we generate, and express, to God and to others. 

Wondrously, grace weds all our human efforts TOGETHER  

… Causing our endeavours 

To bear fruit, communally . 

 

Reflecting the sheer graciousness of God, 

Grace ever increases and overflows ; 

It ‘radiates’ all whom its light AWAKENS 

– Causing them to ‘irradiate’ others, in turn. 

Thus, in a repentant sinner, the God of Love 

Makes “grace superabound, where sin had multiplied”  2 

Thus, Abba, “filled with the superabundance of Your heart, 

You make them drink of the torrents of Your delights”!   3 

In the face of such an outpouring of God’s graciousness, 
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The EUCHARIST ALONE 

Expresses the heartfelt thanks that overwhelms us 

… The God of Thanks responding to the God of Grace! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

1 Poem 1082, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, July 2012. 

2 Rom 5:15   3 Ps 36:8ff  
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Poem 1083    

“We’ve Come Back Home !”   1 

O Crucified Brother, 

Accompany us, shoulder to shoulder, 

Heart to our hearts, 

Up the hillsides of struggle, 

Down the gullies of suffering, 

Along Your pilgrim way of self-sacrifice, 

To the cross-road of Destiny : 

To choose, or not to choose 

– Your Identity, as Homecoming Son ! 

 

O Luminous Loveliness, Father of depthless tenderness! 

Unveil Your face of welcome 

– The open-hearted beauty of Your Love –  

To the yearned-for arrival of Your Beloved, Jesus Ascending 

…  So that, in Him, in Your arms, our hearts CATCH FIRE, 

That our en-Spirited lives, ever after, open wide in invitation 

… So ALL feel included at Your Banquet of Life ! 

 

Flame, Spirit-Flame ! Draw us, poor in spirit 

–All who KNOW our need of Love – 

To the camp-fire of Your encompassing Fellowship 

… To feel Your enveloping warmth 

… To know we’ve arrived back HOME, 

Home to Three Fiery Hearts 

– Ablaze as One ! 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1083, Monthly Retreat, Marian Valley, July 2012. 
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Poem 1084    

The Seven Depthings of a Life-Truth   1 

 

Our initial encounter with a possible ‘life-truth’  

–A truth that directly shapes the evolution of our life – 

 truth that directly shapes the evolution of our life –  

Is to become aware of it … 

Then to open to it, to regard it, 

Mostly in a simple holistic way . 

In thus considering it, ‘objectively’, 

We hold it, LIGHTLY, within our intellect . 

At this first depth, it offers many possibilities . 

 

.______________. 

 

Our next, somewhat deeper encounter 

Is to engage, and ponder, this truth : 

To under-stand, and fathom it . 

While still treating it objectively, 

Our mind especially teases out its key aspects . 

By now, we are usually able to consider it 

As functionally useful to us, 

And thus store it in our memory, for later use … or not . 

 

._______________. 
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The third depthing of a ‘life-truth’ 

Is to comprehend how it RELATES 

To our self-knowledge 

And to our, and others’ relationships . 

Thus, we seek 

To compare, to contrast it ; 

To examine the whole, its parts, and its context ; 

And to discern its VALUE … as a core, or, derivative truth . 

As a value, is it internalized, at this stage ? 

Barely : it is A truth, but not as yet, a ‘life-truth’. 

This is so, because it is our “I”, the light of our reasoning, 

That has been doing the processing, so far ; 

Our “I” has taken the initiative 

Based on its own assumptions . 

It is, if we are not quite sensitive to the Spirit, 

An effort-based process 

Where grace seems to have limited presence . 

.______________. 

Thus, on entering into the next, or fourth, depthing of a ‘life-truth’, 

A qualitative shift needs to happen . 

We need to ALLOW Jesus, 

Who declares “I AM the truth”,   2 

To take the initiative, 

DRAWING us … to The Truth 

Dwelling within us . 
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Thus it needs to be “We” 

– Jesus, His Spirit and us –  

And not just “I”, who now explore the truth, TOGETHER . 

We, in Christ, collaborate with His Spirit of Truth, 

Being drawn from “grace unto grace”.   3 

We now begin to internalize and personalize this truth : 

The once objective truth begins to be transformed 

Into a subjective, inner, ‘life-truth’. 

 

Slowly … sometimes over months, even years, 

This truth is drawn ever INWARDS, 

Becoming ever more real, purer . 

With grace emerging within grace, 

The Spirit CLARIFIES the truth within, 

So that it becomes a medium for DIVINE LIGHT, 

Yet still … more translucent, than transparent . 

This allows us at times, to see, glowing within it 

… A brighter truth, 

And, possibly within that, another, still brighter . 

At this depthing, ours are but fleeting glimpses 

Of this clarifying activity of the Spirit . 

 

The Spirit offers this gift 

Of an ever more authentic truth 

… Prompting us …  
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Through our conversations, or our reading, or our praying , 

But, most powerfully through the Word of God, 

And, most especially, WITHIN the Eucharist . 

 

As truth gives way to deeper truth, 

We are given ‘new eyes’, to gaze upon it . 

In so doing, the Spirit brings the truth 

Into clearer and clearer FOCUS 

– Rendering it more transparent, 

Transforming it, into a perspective of the HEART … 

Engendering awe and thankfulness ! 

 

This focussing itself, is a grace, 

And thus cannot be summoned by us 

Through effort or will ; 

Life comes to focus, FOR us 

– Within such truth –  

Only AS A GIFT, 

Drawing us into intimate union with Christ, in the Spirit, 

And for the purposes, loved into us … 

By the Father of All Truth . 

 

Thus, within this fourth depthing, 

As our discernment acquires clarity, focus, and perspective, 

We begin to learn 

That the truth does not belong to us, 
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But, rather, we belong to The Truth, 

And we begin to receive this truth 

AS OUR OWN 

– A GIFT that vitalizes our consciousness 

And thus, our very lives . 

.____________. 

 

Through the fifth depthing, 

As we are DRAWN ever more deeply within 

… To the One who names Himself “The Light of the world” …   4 

Truth becomes ever more luminous within us . 

With our lives radiant with life-for-others 

– Knowingly or unknowingly –  

We become more spontaneous, 

Ever more free in our truth-telling, and in our truth-living, 

And, especially sensitive … to the light of grace . 

 

Here, The Truth, alive in our hearts, 

Simply chooses, more directly, 

To ILLUMINATE us … 

With insights, and at times with intimate revelations . 

Both of these become truth-lived-for-others, as well : 

 –When we challenge injustice, to right wrongs 

– When compassion moves our humanity into action, 

– When our love weds hearts together . 
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Thus through encounters with others, we are drawn 

– Within The Truth who transforms –  

From a change of mind … 

Into a change of heart ! 

Gradually, under the Spirit’s persuasive influence, 

A truth, once welcomed as an objective idea, 

Becomes a movement of the heart, 

A power in the Spirit, 

Radiating out … to empower others. 

Indeed, the Spirit’s uplifting gift of en-courage-ment 

Urges us bodly to dialogue, to actively include others’ views, 

And dares us to pray ‘Let ALL hearts change’   5 

… Within every contending group or relationship . 

In this way, the truth that ‘we become ourselves through others’   6 

Is a truth, that only comes alive, WITHIN, by living it WITHOUT . 

Thus, what began as a truth in an individual, becomes truth shared , truth- for- others. 

It becomes truth at the heart of relationships , 

… At the heart of community, … at the heart of Church . 

 

This fifth depthing sees the heart’s truth 

Take breath, and become life-enhancing . 

Truth now becomes a lived experience ! 

Herein, we are blest with a settled pattern of the Spirit’s buoying enlightenment 

… Experienced as intimate encouragement . 

.___________. 
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In the sixth depthing of truth, 

The Jesus of Calvary, the Truth of our humanity, 

Draws us into the deeply personal experience 

Of sharing His New Humanity’s Risen consciousness 

 –A consciousness now radically open to Abba’s, in His Ascension . 

Within this consciousness, the Spirit of Passover focuses our gaze –  

On the glorified Crucified Face, of our sinning humanity, 

… Drawing us to experience 

The Ascensional Ecstasy, of our homecoming humanity, 

And the En-Spirited Exhilaration, of our Divinized Humanity ! 

We SEE and EXPERIENCE all this, in Christ the Paschal Truth 

… And what we experience, we become ! 

 

Thus, at last, our truth has found its Home ! 

And like all ‘life-truths’, it is a Paschal truth . 

Having been lodged originally as a simple idea 

Within the consciousness of an individual, 

This ‘life-truth’ returns, on a Paschal journey, 

To the open arms of Abba. 

 

Within Jesus’ Paschal consciousness, 

Shared by many brothers and sisters, 

We journey 

… Through being crucified for the Truth, 

To sharing in the glorious revival of the Truth : 

From its being regarded as vanquished and buried … 
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To the Divine Affirmation of OUR TRUTH 

Whose Time has come 

… This being, The Time of the Spirit ! 

 

Thus, in this sixth depthing of the truth, 

Ours is a gifted TIME of being IN-SPIRED by the Spirit, 

Who breathes into our humanity 

The Breath –  

Of Paschal HOPE … buoying us, with the call of self-sacrifice, 

Of invigorating LIFE … now embodying us in the Person of Christ Risen, 

Of Paschal INTIMACY … surrendering to Abba’s Embrace of our ascended humanity . 

This is our new REALITY :  our new TRUTH ! 

 

 

 

Fired with this experience 

–Of Truth, alive, risen in our hearts, uplifted to Abba, 

And inspired through the Spirit –  

Our overwhelming response is heartfelt thankfulness . 

This thankfulness, as it settles peacefully within our Eastered hearts, 

Fashions our personality, into a profoundly Eucharistic one : 

Wherein, WITH God, we thank God, for God ! 

.____________. 

The seventh, and final, depthing of truth 

Is the Spirit’s crowning gift of the deepest truth of all : 

The Spirit’s revelation of our new IDENTITY and DESTINY, “in Christ”. 
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This brings, with it, two wonderfully enabling gifts 

– Paschal perception and Paschal vision . 

Firstly … our Paschal consciousness deepens immeasurably 

Into the Paschal PERCEPTION 

– Of who we have become : Abba’s Beloved ! 

– And of who we are together : 

A Churched people … one Person in Christ ! 

 

No longer just re-ceptive, but now truly per-ceptive, 

But now truly per-ceptive, 

We are gifted with a new penetrative capacity 

To envisage the many wondrous qualities 

Of our new IDENTITY – as Jesus Ascended ! 

– As Jesus Ascended ! 

… Still walking this earth, through us ! 

Still breathing earth’s air, through us ! 

This perceptiveness is both humanly empathetic, and divinely encompassing 

… Moving us, continually, to Eucharistic praise ! 

Deeper again, and emerging out of this perception, 

Is the unsurpassable gift of Paschal VISION . 

It is a vision that is, firstly, personal 

– Allowing us to behold our INDIVIDUAL DESTINY : 

How each, gifted with the graced forerunner of the beatific vision, 

Beholds, with the eyes of Jesus Ascended, 

The very Face of Love … 
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While being simultaneously overwhelmed 

By the Glorious Outpouring of Love 

… The Spirit of Giving and Receiving ! 

 

Secondly, this Paschal VISION 

Is a vision of our COMMUNAL DESTINY 

… Of being assembled, gathered into one –  

En-Spirited, IN Christ : 

Embodied with Christ’s divinely-human OPENNESS ! 

Enraptured with Abba’s Presence ! 

 

Our communal vision 

Is to behold Who-we-are-together : Christ Ascended ! 

En-Personed as Him … His identity, is ours ! His destiny, ours ! 

Yes … en-Churched as Him, 

We are familied, with Him, 

Within Love’s Fellowship … 

This is our Life-Truth ! 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1084, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, July 2012. 

2 Jn 14:6   3 Jn 1:16     4 Jn 8:14       5 Quoted from author’s own work.     6 Quoted from the author’s own work   
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Poem 1085    

Valuing the Past, Present, and Future    1 

 

 

To know your self well, 

Truly value your past ; 

To unite with others well, 

Truly value your future ; 

To be drawn into the Eternal, 

Truly value the present . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1085, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 
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Poem 1086      

Co-experiencing Jesus, Risen and Ascended   1 

 

Each of us only realizes our true reality … our destiny, 

When we co-experience Life together 

… IN Christ ! 

In Him, we become wondrously more 

Than the sum of ourselves ! 

We discover, in Him, 

That we surpassingly “belong to each other”!   2 

Only together, IN Jesus Ascended 

… Co-indwelling His glorified spirit … 

Can our humanity be truly enhanced … 

As it is ever-more-radically OPENED to the Divine ! 

 

Indeed, while we become ourselves precisely THROUGH others, 

We do so, surpassingly, WITH these others 

Who, by invitation, co-experience Jesus’ radically open Paschal Person.  

With us ! 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

Poem 1086, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 

2 Rom 12:5 
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Poem 1087     

Bonds of Love   1 

 

 

To be captivated by Jesus 

Is to be His captive : 

Bound to Him 

By the strongest of all bonds 

… Mutual love . 

But, wondrously, it is not our love AND His 

As with a sharing of equals . 

Rather it is the mutual love between His Abba and Himself, 

That is the Love, He invites us to share ! 

He enables us to experience, 

Within His own DIVINELY-HUMAN Paschal Person, 

This Love as uniquely ours ! 

Our Love as uniquely His ! 

… All, within the Embrace of the Father ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1087, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 
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Poem 1088       

Declaration of Union   1 

 

 

When we declare our love for each other, 

It is a declaration of interdependence ; 

When we declare our love for God, 

It is a declaration of dependence ; 

When God declares Divine Love for us, 

It is a declaration of UNION … 

And, when God welcomes our love  

– Of COMMUNION ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1Poem 1088, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 
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Poem 1089     

Life from Light   1 

 

In the plant world, LIFE arises from LIGHT . 

On evolution’s time-scale, 

LIGHT has sensitized a range of life-less molecules 

To become, firstly, responsive to LIGHT itself … 

Then, over eons of time, positively RECEPTIVE TO LIGHT . 

Some of these molecules, even more wonderfully, became LIGHT-SEEKERS 

And producers of plant energy 

… Such that they have interacted with inert strands of chemical compounds, 

To generate, firstly, miniscule pulses of LIFE, 

And then, in an evolutionary CASCADE of cause and effect 

Engender ever more LIFE 

… And ever more LIGHT-ENERGIZED adaptations and specialisations, 

In an evolving festival of cellular complexity ! 

 

And, AS in the plant world LIGHT give rise to LIFE … 

And, as in the sensate world, light-sensitive tissue gives rise to sight-capable tissue, 

So it is, in the spiritual world, and specifically within our spirits 

… That Divine LIGHT gives rise to Divine LIFE, within us ! 

Thus, responsive to those human beings who are OPEN to what is possible, Divinely, 

The Spirit of “the LIGHT of the world” transforms our human spirits …    2 

Such that the Divine LIGHT of Love, becomes Divine LIFE, within us ! 

Most wondrously … God’s Luminous Indwelling, within us, 

Revitalizes us, with the very LIFE of the Trinity ! 
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Thus it is, that Christ – humanity’s Light – TRANSFORMS AND ELEVATES 

All our ‘plainly human’ spiritual capacities 

To HIS OWN Divinely-human LIVING-OF-THEM ! 

In so doing, He energizes them, with His Divine LIFE  

–LIFE, once again, issuing forth from LIGHT ! 

Thus, through grace, we experience, in His Ascended humanity –  

– FIRSTLY a Divinized capacity 

For discerning … choosing … and being wise, IN Christ the Light ; 

– SECONDLY, a Divinized capacity, with others, 

For deciding together … being creative together … 

And co-experiencing each other, IN His Light ! 

 

Flowing out of this UNION Christ our LIGHT chooses to crown our experience 

With the grace of ENJOYING being loved by, and loving Abba 

… At rest, … in the peace of His Spirit . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1089, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 

2 Jn 8:12 
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Poem 1090    

The Evolution of Our Identity   1 

 

Three life energies 

Come together to shape and create 

Our IDENTITY. 

     The most bASIC is our own EMOTIONAL LIFE 

Nourished WITHIN our family, and other communities 

… Very often embedding our core values, 

And continuing to colour all other values we espouse. 

–The most eMPOWERING energy as our life unfolds, 

Is our evolving LIFE-STORY 

… With its people, events, and turning-points … 

Being the key contributor to our ongoing decision-making . 

The most iNTEGRATING is the role of our PERCEIVED DESTINY, 

Drawing the various strands of our life 

Into a variously unified sense of ‘who we are’  

… Our IDENTITY . 

 

Firstly, our multi-sourced and layered emotional life 

Provides ‘the grounding’ for our identity, 

Because, quite literally, our ‘e-motions’  

“Move us, OUT of” ourselves 

… To the world … to OTHERS, 

And, critically, to that Wondrous Other : 

Our lovable God – who, for many, IS their CHOSEN DESTINY ! 
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Yet ironically, it is our e-motions, also, 

Which move us, connect us, to our INNER REALITIES 

… Connecting our body to our mind ; 

Our sub-conscious to our conscious ; 

And, most tellingly, our ‘mundane selves’ to our spirits 

–Which, of their nature, are OPEN TO THE ABSOLUTE 

 … Which, for most, is GOD . 

Every time these emotions of ours 

Are collected, calmed, and co-ordinated 

… By the sub-cerebral amygdala of our brain … 

These now ‘processed’ feelings can colour, energize, or anchor us 

To our deepest reality – our spirit 

… Without necessarily, being intellectually processed, or being subject to our will’s choices ! 

 

Most importantly, in this process, TWO of our emotions 

– The feeling of ‘being free’ and ‘freeing others’  

And the feeling of ‘being loved’ and ‘loving others’ 

Are TRANSFORMED into SPIRITUAL REALITIES ! 

This is wondrously so, in spirits lovingly INDWELT by the Trinity : 

Wherein, Abba, Jesus Ascended, and the Spirit 

Lovingly UPLIFT and DIVINIZE 

These two core human emotions, 

So that, what we feel, THEY experience with us IN Christ ! 
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Indeed, these two feelings allow us to experience, IN Christ, 

God’s own feelings 

– Being free and freeing, being loved and loving 

… As God IS IN Christ ! 

Such transformative, Divine feelings are, obviously, LIMITLESS in their reach 

… For we cannot be “ too free” or “too much loved” . 

Thus, in God’s encompassing, loving Presence … 

These feelings, come to possess an eternal quality ! 

 

Still, like all our e-motions, as we journey OUT of “ the self”  

They humanly evolve and mature : 

–Simply because, they need to be NOURISHED, continually . 

This happens both individually and communally 

–Individually, through friendships, and one-to-one relationships, 

– And communally, through the often deep feelings 

SHARED within the many groups to which we belong . 

These latter feelings – often not consciously sensed – can be under-estimated, 

And thus under-valued in our emotional life . 

We need to become ever more aware 

That both our own, and our group feelings 

Mature together in an empowering symbiosis . 

Indeed, it is essentially, through this symbiosis 

That we imbibe communal VALUES  

… Values which add a truly Christlike character to our sense of IDENTITY . 
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Secondly, our identity’s second life-energy, our own evolving LIFE-STORY 

Involves THE WHOLE PERSON 

– Namely our body, our psyche, our mind, and our spirit –  

Continuously attuning itself 

To the evolving events and people encompassing it . 

This constant ‘ attuning’ happens because our humanity is essentially OSMOTIC, 

Deeply OPEN to the totality of our environs 

… Within which, our sense of who-we-are emerges . 

 

Moreover, Where we are … How we are … Who we’re with … 

Provide the context for this sense of Who-we-are … our identity . 

We not only SENSE our environs, and our companions 

But we intuit them, and spiritualize them . 

In truth, people-wise, we become who-we-are … PRECISELY THROUGH OTHERS . 

We do this, not only through one-to-one relationships, 

But through sharing in the COMMUNAL IDENTITY of various groups 

… The core group, for most, being family . 

Overall it is people and key events 

That act upon our identities 

… To form or deform, to inform, to reform, 

And ultimately, to TRANSFORM THEM . 

Thus, our identities allow us to assert who-we-are WITHIN 

New horizons, atmospherics, and cultures, 

New networks, allegiances, and language styles 

… Through ALL of which “ we live, and move, and have our being”.    2 
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Whether these interfaces be – 

Cityscape, seascape or bushscape 

Sports world, T.V. world or medical world 

Work life, church life or cyber life 

Travelling, volunteering or entertaining 

Partying, studying or shopping 

And for most – friendships and family life 

… All these INTERFACES with people and environs 

Can inspire, limit, liberate or diminish … 

Can fulfil, challenge, restrict or enhance … 

Our evolving IDENTITIES . 

 

Thirdly, we focus on the role of our perceived DESTINY 

As an integrating life-energy for our identity . 

Our sense of our destiny provides our identity with a characteristic orientation . 

Our perceived destiny provides it with a trajectory for all its energies . 

Yet ironically, we need to be mindful that one’s destiny 

–Though there be ambivalence and lack of clarity along the way –  

Is either ACCEPTED AS A GIFT, 

Or, is a self-set goal . 

 

If a GIFT …  

Then Abba, the Giver, clearly desires a relationship with us 

– Lovingly yearning to offer Himself, as the goal for our lives 

… Ultimately offering Himself to us, 

In the very Person of His deeply cherished Son . 
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In the Covenant of Love on Calvary Abba gives us the Paschal Jesus 

As the human exemplar, of a life lived wholly for Abba 

– Truly, our ‘divinely’ human DESTINY ! 

 

This destiny, offered us, is a TRI-PERSONAL one : 

With Abba, God who FATHERS US … as our creating Presence, 

With Jesus, God who BROTHERS US … as our companioning Presence, 

With the Spirit, God who INTEGRATES US … as our enabling Presence . 

Indeed, the Spirit enables our Destiny TO BE 

… Not only this humanly fulfilling, threefold intimacy with God, 

But an ever-deepening, integrating experience 

Of our Fellowship … with God-as-Family . 

 

Such a Destiny, experienced NOW, as grace, 

Has a wondrous, integrating effect on the WHOLE of our life : 

… SUFFUSING every heart-movement of our reality 

With a HOMEING INSTINCT ; 

… CENTERING our often fickle hearts, at all times, 

Within Christ’s own human, heaven-focussed heart ; 

… ALIGNING all our goals, all our endeavours 

On the ONE goal of the Kingdom – present now, still to come ; 

… DRAWING us, enabling us, gracing us 

To bring these goals together, into the one focus ; 

… ENLIGHTENING our conscience, to envision the moral choices needed 

To orientate all our life-choices with our Destiny ; 

… GALVANIZING us, as sons and daughters of Destiny, 
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To sacrifice all – to draw others to this one, glorious Gift ; 

… EMPOWERING us through the Mystery of Eucharist, 

To celebrate together, our Destiny – already present, yet to come, IN CHRIST. 

 

If, on the contrary, our destiny is a SELF-SET GOAL … 

Then destiny’s ultimate focus can never be THE OTHER/other, 

But rather, the focus of accumulative self-effort 

 … One’s SELF . 

By choice, it is a focus divorced from the Divine Other, 

And thus, divorced from all cREATIVE relating . 

Ultimately, there can be no real orientation for such a life, 

Because the stated GOAL of one’s endeavours 

Is where one BEGINS – the SELF 

… A futile quest indeed ! 

Ultimately also, there can be no life-enhancement possible 

… Because, if the oft-desired goal is OUR humanity, 

The goal, as a self-set one, 

Is inevitably reducible to MY humanity ! 

 

Indeed, a shared, communal humanity is only possible 

When the self is transcended : 

When we are drawn out of our selves 

By God, OUR DESTINY, 

Who draws us TOGETHER, for Fellowship . 
 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1090, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, August 2012. 

2 Acts 17:28 
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Poem 1091    

The Seven Depthings of Love   1 

 

We owe love to each other 

Because we are of the same kind 

… Ultimately, kin to all humankind . 

In our INITIAL experience of love, 

Attraction … to each other, 

Or, community-wise … to whom-we-are-together, 

Powerfully stimulates and enhances 

Possibilities for growth, union and creativity. 

This attraction opens each, and all, 

To a deeper experience, and expressiveness, 

Of our SHARED humanity . 

 

Sin dampens, restricts, even suffocates 

This human urge to love . 

Indeed, sin despoils our loving nature itself, 

Closing us in on the self 

… So that all our relating increasingly becomes 

Expressions of self-affirmation 

… Ultimately, sinking into a morass of self-absorption . 

Thus the less we love, the more sin closes doors to others, 

Moving us to refuse invitations 

To walk in the sunshine of OTHERS’ giftedness ! 
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Indeed, it is primarily OTHERS’ amazing potential 

That OPENS US to the glory of a SHARED humanity . 

 

 

Love is a stranger to no one : 

Where hearts stay open, love follows … 

Gently knocking at our heart’s door, 

Presenting an array of faces to us 

–As, over a lifetime, we open the door 

To the smiles and open arms of a multitude . 

Thus … happy for love to enter our home 

– At this initial depthing –  

Love allows us to TRANSCEND the self, 

And opens us to the other’s presence . 

 

._____________. 

 

This delight of being loved, and of loving, 

Moves us, in the second depthing of love, 

To experientially discover 

That love has a RHYTHM, 

That love … EVOLVES, that love … ever DRAWS us on . 

Because we love to re-experience the magic of love, 

A truer, deeper love emerges, always, from any earlier love . 
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Moreover, however wholeheartedly we engage in love, 

Love ever more deeply engages us 

– Deepening the rhythm 

… BETWEEN what is special in each, 

With what weds hearts together . 

Thus, while each lover distinguishes themselves in the GIVING, 

It is in the RECEIVING that, together, they express their unity . 

 

Within this reciprocal flow of giving and receiving, 

The two hearts gradually co-align, and then coalesce . 

Still, at this second depthing of love, 

The motivation for being together 

Remains the singular attractiveness of the other 

… Simple or subtle, luminous or layered, though it be . 

For now, the ecstasy of union, rests on the unique wonder of the other . 

Love, here, is life-enhancing . 

 

.____________. 

 

Within the third depthing of love, 

If we have the courage to remain OPEN to the other, 

The love between us 

… Love itself … 

Draws us into unity : 

Both integrating each individual PERSON 

… Re-configuring, orientating each one’s heart … 
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Before transforming their common desire for harmony 

Into a MUTUAL relationship . 

Here, the initial generosity in “giving myself”  

Is replaced by a focus on the good of the other 

– A simultaneous surrender of self to each other . 

 

Such mutual giving is life-integrative : 

Two lives are now BECOMING one ; 

The two poles of the relationship 

Come to have but one focus … one centre 

… One energy that seems to “complete” them 

Love itself . 

.___________. 

 

Within the fourth depthing of love, 

If we are gracious – remaining open to love’s possibilities, 

‘ Love itself ’  

May assume a personal face, and resolve into an inviting Presence 

Between us 

So we sense, that in being “DRAWN”, 

We are drawn, really personally, by Love, 

Drawn into Love’s own Mystery, 

Drawn into Love’s creative centre 

Where love, becomes life-productive 

… Where a child of a mutual love 

Truly is Love’s child as well . 
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Here, “two” does not “become three” 

– But ONE, within our fellowship with Love 

… Where our love’s child 

Is the very image of The Child of Love 

Fathered into a Fellowship 

Whose very Spirit is Love.  

Here, Love buds within us AS FAMILY . 

 

Within this fourth depthing, 

Any movement of true love 

Within any relationship, any group, 

Is equally gifted with this divinely personal Presence 

… From which flows forth Life, forming families of love . 

Thus, Love become co-creative of our future together, 

Suffusing all within an encompassing Fellowship . 

.____________. 

 

Within the fifth depthing of love 

Love leads us, 

In family-like groupings, 

Into a fellowship of love-relationships, 

Where all mature, and bear fruit together 

– Just as one swathe of flowers-in-bloom 

Can chemically trigger 

Neighbouring groups to blossom together with them 

… In a splendour of colour, fragrance, and fruitfulness ! 
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This deep reality of love 

Is that all those who love 

Are GATHERED by a PRESENCE . 

Similarly, just as lovers of God are CHURCHED, 

So those who are faithful-in-love, are EN-PERSONED, IN CHRIST . 

Our experiences of love 

Thus become, essentially, deeply COMMUNAL 

– Yet wondrously PERSONAL, IN Christ ! 

 

We are drawn out of the experience of “we’re-in-love”, 

Into the love of “Who-we-are-together” IN Christ 

… Where love becomes COMMUNION . 

Here … hearts are stilled together : 

Breathing IN the exhilarating joy of coming together, IN Christ, 

And breathing FORTH the fragrance of the Peace 

Of ‘children,’ at rest together … within the enfolding arms of their Father . 

 

 

Thus, in this fifth depthing of love, 

Communion ITSELF becomes 

The joy and peace of the lives of all involved 

 For whom, Love is “all in all” !   2 

Here, our love is ‘filled to overflowing’  

With the very LIFE of Love Eternal ! 

.______________. 
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Within the sixth depthing of love, 

The Fellowship of Love 

Draws us into a love, that is pervasively Paschal 

… Drawing all our experiences of love 

Into the heart of the Paschal Mystery . 

 

Here our love becomes profoundly SACRIFICIAL 

… A pouring forth of suffering love 

For the many families of our heart . 

 It also is profoundly OPEN TO ALL LIFE 

… Being deeply receptive to Life 

At all levels of Abba’s Easter Outpouring . 

Thus with deepening reverence we lovingly radiate 

The Father of Life’s bounty, to all  

– And being,  profoundly OPEN TO LOVE, 

We become, ever more deeply receptive 

To Abba’s Loving Embrace of our Christened humanity, 

We simultaneously offer a rapturous homecoming welcome 

 Lovingly, to all others, in the Ascended Christ . 

Here Love enables true Paschal Receiving and Giving ! 

.___________. 

 

Within the seventh depthing of love, 

With lives suffused with Paschal Love … 

Our hearts wondrously en-Spirited … 

Bathed in the Radiant Spirit of Jesus Ascended … 
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We experience 

Being loved … TOGETHER ! 

In response, we become ever more loving together … 

As we are drawn into the deepest Reality 

Of becoming … 

GIVERS of the Spirit of Love ! 

Here, Love is Life-as-Mystery … 

 

We en-Spirit those others, with whom we are TOGETHER 

For we are possessed by Love’s Spirit, TOGETHER 

… Receiving the Spirit, TOGETHER ! 

… Bestowing the Spirit, TOGETHER ! 

Thus TOGETHERED, in the Spirit of Love, 

Our lives become 

A Eucharist 

… Celebrating Love 

… Worshipping Love 

… Glorifying Love 

– As God, loves God, in God 

Three Together ! 

Together One ! 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1091, Year 14 of Prayer Ministry, Wooloowin Community, September 2012. 

2 1Cor 15:28 
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Poem 1092    

Bathe Us in Your Wondrous Light   *   1 

 

   (To Abba)                                                                        (very slow) 

 

O Bathe us in Your Light … 

O Bathe us in Your Light ! 

O Bathe us in … Your Light of Love 

–Of Incandescent Love ! 

… A Light, SO pure  

A Light, SO strong 

A Light, wholly Divine ! 

O Bathe us in …Your Wondrous Light ! 

Your Wondrous Light of Love … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________ 

1 Poem 1092, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 1 2012,  Day 1. 

NOTE: With my long-term Spiritual Director for my annual retreats, Sister Yvonne Parker. 

* Meant to be sung.  Tune – author’s own. 

I made up the music and lyrics, while driving post-dawn, from Coffs Harbour to Lawson, on the day before my Retreat. 

 Subsequently, the Poems  focus became the THEME of the 30DAY RETREAT. 
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Poem 1093     

Drawn Beyond   1
 

 

 

Our sense of being possessed by God 

Is a moment of “ec-stasis” 

… Of standing beyond oneself … 

Of being swept up into the Light beyond … within, 

Of being immersed in Divine Tenderness, 

Of being DRAWN by Abba’s own Spirit, 

Being drawn beyond our own tremulous spirit 

…  Coming alive, within the wonder of Christ’s Ascended spirit  

– In His New Humanity, overflowing with Abba’s Paschal Presence ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1093, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 1. 
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Poem 1094       

Swept Up into the Light   1 

 

 

Strolling into “ Maria Tal’s” sunlit, gorge-side garden,   2 

I was deluged with light 

… As it cascaded through high eucalypts and pines, 

Splaying onto the shining spring grass 

… And, seemingly, ricocheting 

From some cherry blossoms, onto nearby azaleas blooms, 

 … Before highlighting the Paschal glory 

Of the many blood-steeped telopeas !  

Contrastingly … as I stepped past a blue-flecked mint bush, 

A gliding sheen of brown, snaked into the shade … 

 

Above, the crown of each tall tree was umbrelled in blue 

– A blue, so eager, it pressed earthwards through the branches, 

Strewing sparkles of sky on the mottled shade below, 

… On the blue bells and violets 

Around my feet 

… And bejewelling some water beads 

Clinging to small lush cushions of moss .  
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Out in the open again, I was saturated with sunshine . 

It washed into my soul, 

Suffusing it with warming light, 

Drawing me up and out of myself, 

Prising open my very spirit, 

Inviting me to yield to its allure 

– As it flowed, fast and free, within … 

Drawing me ! Uplifting me ! Freeing me ! 

Sweeping me into the Light 

– A Radiance WITHIN –  

Into its depthless embrace … 

There, to be encompassed in the Arms of Love ! 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1094, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2 2012, Day 2. 

2 “Maria Tal” was my retreat cottage, at Wentworth Falls – owned by the Good Samaritan Sisters. 
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Poem 1095    

The Wellspring of All Blessings   1 

 

“No one who looks back, is fit for the kingdom of God”.   (Lk 9:62) 

 

In darting some furtive glances ‘back’ … 

To re-experience our self-focussed PAST, 

We frequently lose contact with Abba’s hand, holding ours … 

We call out, “Abba, where, are you ?  We’re here, Abba !” 

O Abba, it’s YOUR VOICE that first reaches us : 

“Journey into your heart … 

I AM here, to hold you … 

Remember, when we’ve walked together, … 

 So, keep watch within your heart, always …   2 

Feel My Presence … 

What for you, sometimes reduces to a glimmer, 

Can, with loving faith in Me, 

Brighten, into the luminous fullness   3 

Of being brother or sister 

To the Beloved of earth and heaven 

… Whose Breath of Love 

Is yours to breathe 

… So you can feel 

Our Breath 

Within yours !”  
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“ O Abba!  In this wondrous moment of Your Embrace 

– As You enfold our, and Your Beloved’s, humanity –  

You breathe forth Your Love, together, 

Releasing in us, IN Jesus Ascended, 

‘ The wellspring of all blessings’    4 

The Spirit ! 

 

This Wellspring, 

This Spirit of Paschal Enrapture, 

Is the Spirit of Your Most Open-hearted Son 

At home in Your Arms of Love 

– His Heart, within Your Heart … 

One Breathing … 

One Pulse of Love … 

One Shared Silence 

– OURS, to share !”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1095, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 3 2012, Day 3. 

2 Prov 4:23  3 Prov 4:18  4 Offertory Prayer, Wednesday 26
th

 Week of the Year. 
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Poem 1096   

Two Occasions of Grace … Become One   1 

 

My first personal sense of God 

Came on a Warwick spring morning, in 1947, when I was three . 

I lay on the grass with Marce, my one year old sister 

… Lying on our backs under our backyard apple tree, 

… Gazing up at its blossoms, floating in a sky of blue . 

 

We lay there long enough … 

For a petal to float on us … from above … 

As we giggled with excitement ! 

I remember saying to myself 

“God might let some more fall  “on us”  

… Yes, but not that morning . 

For me, God was in the blue sky, 

In the white blossoms … and, WITH US, as together, 

We hoped … for more floating petals . 

 

Sixty five years later, 

On a 2012 Leura spring early afternoon, 

I lay on the grass, under a cherry tree, 

One of a row, on an extended traffic island 

Running down Leura’s main street 

… Lying there with Abba … 

Eating some hot chips, 

Gazing up at the luminously pink flowering branches, 

Bursting with extravagant double blooms ! 
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The quickening Spirit, keen to enhance our joy, 

Was busy ruffling the cherry blooms 

… With teasing suggestions of a breeze, 

And lovingly animating the chatter of other people 

… Equally excited by the blossoms . 

 

As I lay there, the Spirit seemed to move me, personally, 

To inhale the Mystery of that moment : 

 In both the sun’s scintillating presence 

Dancing through the leaves and the blossoms 

… And the company of other shade-lovers, 

Entranced by the umbrella of pink . 

 

I sensed 

Abba now lay with me . 

… One with His Beloved on the grass … 

As we admired the Spirit’s enlivening handiwork  

– In wedding two occasions of grace, for me, 

Into a singular source of joy ! 

 

Was Abba prompting me to integrate 

The wonder and simplicity of my childhood spirit 

Into my 69 year old’s life ? 

It seemed certain . 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1096, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 4 2012, Day 4. 
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Poem 1097     

Singing Our Heart-Song   1
 

 

O Abba, Your Grace breathed into my/our life today, 

Coming to rest, feather-soft, 

BETWEEN Your lips of love … and ours, in Christ . 

The Breath of Your Grace 

Gently breathed back and forth 

Is the Enabling Grace 

… Of Your longing to CREATE, 

… Of Your urge to FATHER LIFE, 

… Of Your yearning to WELCOME US 

Home to Your heart . 

 

Accompanying this Grace 

 And resonating softly within our hearts … 

Your Spirit-Song sublime, becomes within us, 

Our own spirit-song … The music of hearts in love, 

… Singing a song with all who sing 

Of the beauty of Your Love ! And of Your love of Beauty ! 

 

To give voice to Your Heart-Song, Abba, 

Is to range from a simple, tuneful murmur 

… Even a baby’s trill of delight … 

To an exhilarated anthem of thanks, 

Or to a Symphonic Ecstasy if Praise ! 
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Yet. Within all, and through all … 

This truest, most heartfelt song, always, 

Sings forth our love for You, in  JESUS ASCENDED ! 

Thus, with our spirits uplifted 

By the Ascended Jesus’ soaring, cosmic God-Song, 

We feel our hearts resonate 

Some sense 

Of the be-dazzling beauty of Your Love, O Abba ! 

As I wrote this, on a pleasantly breezy patio, 

Abba’s passionate, near-overwhelming response 

Was to send 

Rushing, whirling SURGES of wind 

… Building to crescendos, swirling the tree-tops nearby . 

Your charismatic Spirit-Wind was clearly 

At play with me 

… Delighting, buffeting me ! 

 

The surrounding treescape 

Became a whirling encompassing windscape 

– Galvanizing my very soul ! 

It truly was a hint of the elation 

Of our thrilling Spirit’s  

Cosmic Song of Love 

Accompanying the Dance of Divine Life ! 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1097, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 5 2012, Day 5. 
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Poem 1098     

The Beauty of Love   1 
 

To love another, is to en-beauty that person, 

And thus, dignify them … enhancing their humanity . 

To be loved by another, is to be en-beautied, 

And thus, dignified … with one’s humanity enhanced . 

 

Such loving mutuality –  

En-beauties the friendship, 

Dignifies the union, 

And deepens their humanity 

… Readying them 

For the Fellowship of God’s limitless love IN Christ . 

 

Thus, to be loved by God, 

Is to be en-beautied with Christ’s Divine Beauty, 

And with the unsurpassable GRACED dignity 

Of the Paschal Jesus’ New Humanity . 

To love God, 

Is to glorify God 

With a beautiful life of Christ-like love 

… To dwell IN THE Person of Jesus Risen and Ascended 

… To be embraced by the Father of All Life  

In Their Spirit, 

Who enables ALL that is of God . 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1098, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 6 2012, Day 6. 
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Poem 1099    

Beauty Dwells, Without, and Within   1 

 

PREAMBLE 

Beauty without, awakens the heart : 

PAINTED art does so, through the interplay of light on colours  

– Such that the colours’ variation, mixing, and ‘movement’ 

Encapsulate the essential EMOTIONS 

Which the artist’s own heart bring to the subject . 

 

 

SCULPTED art claims a place WITHIN OUR SPACE 

… Be that our private personal space, or that of the environs we’ve entered … 

Awakening the heart 

–Through the positioning, in these contexts 

Of its own lines, focal spaces and simple mass. 

Up close, our hearts are awakened 

Through engaging with its constituent elements, its texture, and feel 

… All of which, together, encapsulate the essential emotions 

Which the artist’s own heart brings to the subject . 

 

 

FILM AND DIGITAL art awakens hearts – often communally, 

Through the interplay of multiple techniques of light imagery 

… Especially, through its key usages 

Of colour, contrast, focal length, timing, blending and repetition . 
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Its almost universal use 

Of the human voice, music, and other sound techniques, 

Very commonly intensifies the sequence of emotions 

Which the contributing artists’ own hearts 

Bring to their evolving subject . 

 

DANCE art distinctively centres on the PERFORMING human persons  

– Both as the key artists, and as a key focus of the evolving subject . 

Dancers, alone or together, awaken hearts 

… Mostly, through stylized human movements . 

They do this, overwhelmingly, in communion with music … 

Whereby the dancers moving to music encapsulate the desired emotions 

Which the composer, choreographer, dancers and other artists 

Together, bring to their evolving subject . 

 

Music, as art, awakens the heart 

– Either in itself, or in concert with many other art forms –  

Through the interplay of sounds 

… Commonly from an array of instruments, including the human voice . 

It is the INTERPLAY of sounds, itself, that encapsulates the essential emotions . 

Only sometimes, in music, is a SUBJECT 

Supplied for consideration . 

Thus, it is often the musician’s own emotion 

That is the key to awakening hearts to beauty . 

If the musician is also the composer, 

A more seamless art-form emerges . 
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Almost universally, MUSIC has the pronounced capacity 

To be wedded to human MEMORY 

… Critically so, for music’s often mass audiences ; 

And, for a decidedly high majority of human beings, 

Music has a particularly intense capacity 

To be “cross wired” with key personal events or beliefs 

… In a more AVAILABLE way, than other art forms . 

 

VOCAL MUSIC, more emphatically personalizes and intensifies, 

The emotional impacts, on both singers and listeners 

… Such that, listeners readily relate to singers in a surprisingly personal way  

… Sometimes even identifying with them. 

 

POETIC art blooms primarily WITHIN one’s imagination 

 … Be that of the poet, or of the listeners or readers 

– Specifically, so an EVOCATIVE process may flourish 

Meanwhile, externally, the words of the poem, whether spoken or written 

Seem like flower buds, WAITING to open . 

Poetry, expressively read aloud, and perhaps, acted out, 

Allows for an in-between dynamic to impact on the reader/listener 

… Between budding and full blooming . 
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Like other art forms, poetry’s primary impact 

Is through the poet’s own emotions ; 

And some poetry, put to music, can memorably intensify 

The singer’s or listener’s emotions . 

UNLIKE other art forms, explicit MEANINGS are, offered at times 

… Seeking to clarify, or to differentiate, 

The sequence of emotions 

That the poet experiences . 

 Yet, the focus is not on the intellect, 

But on intelligible EMOTIONS 

… In a wholistic appreciation of BEAUTY . 

 

 

POETRY is, thus, the summoning of emotions, personally experienced, 

And then expressed, through the wordsmith’s art 

… So as to set others’ imagination, and feelings ALIGHT ! 

The poet employs rhythm, sound, word positioning and especially imagery and metaphor 

To achieve the effects desired . 

 

 

THE REFLECTION. 

 

For our hearts to be awoken by beauty, without, 

And for us, then, to treasure beauty, within, 

The interplay of emotions present 

Needs to SIGNIFICANTLY engage us . 
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We discern this threshold of beauty experientially, 

Because, in our past, the specific INTERPLAY 

Of what was good, true, and harmonious, 

In such emotions 

– In OUR perception –  

DELIGHTED or CAPTIVATED us ! 

 

This personalized PERCEPTION 

Of what is beautiful, 

Is something natural 

And is shared by most people . 

Beyond this shared perception … 

Lie numerous nuances and qualifications . 

 

 

Thus, ultimately, beauty within, has a shared emotional foundation 

– Which, while not specifically intellectual, 

Is INTELLIGIBLE, 

And while not specifically dependent on choice 

Is OPEN TO CHOICE, 

And while it does not specifically unite all the elements involved, 

It MOSTLY BRINGS THEM INTO HARMONY . 

 

When beauty, without, 

Is artfully mirrored, within, through such a process 

 … Within what is at heart, an essentially HUMAN context … 
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What of such beauty, when it is suffused 

With the Presence of God, in the participants’ lives ? 

We do not have to IMAGINE this transformation : 

The One who is Love is ALL-BEAUTIFUL, and EN-BEAUTIES ALL 

– Most discernibly those who are OPEN TO LOVE ! 

 

Thus, that set of emotions 

Which are humanly awoken in us 

… By beautiful earthscapes, by beautiful art, 

And, especially, by beautiful lives, 

Is now set alight by God’s own wondrous Beauty, 

So that, indwelt by God, we become “God’s work of art”!   2 

 

These emotions now move us FROM our ‘being delighted’ or ‘captivated’ 

… To being transformed by God’s Beauty 

– Mostly, through the lives of Godly people . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1099, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 7 2012, Day 7. 

2 Eph 2:10 
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Folio Fifty-Six 

 

Poems 1100 – 1119  

1100  Beauty Centers Life. 

1101  Nigra Sum : I Am Christ. 

1102  Within My ‘Within’. 

1103  Jesus, Be Our Humanity. 

1104  The Spirit’s Enabling Presence. 

1105  God’s Simplicity – and Ours. 

1106  Two Hearts, One Love. 

1107  God’s Gift of Rest. 

1108  We’re All Eyes and Ears. 

1109  Our Happiness : Openness to the Divine. 

1110  Blessed Are the Gentle. 

1111  Wedding All That’s Human, to the Divine. 

1112  Change Needs a Community of Hearts. 

1113  With Abba, in His Garden. 

1114  Equal in the Sight of God. 

1115  Baptized into Equality. 

1116  Comes the Day * 

1117  The Same Father, the Same God – as Jesus’. 

1118  To Treasure Who Is Ours. 

1119  God’s Graciousness, Ours. 

*Meant to be sung.  
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Poem 1100     

Beauty Centers Life   1 

 

Blending 

The EX-TENSIVE outreach 

Of GOODNESS 

To all around 

… Because “goodness diffuses itself”… 

And  

The IN-TENSIVE focussing 

On the TRUTH of our experiences 

By our intellects 

… As we seek the correspondence  

Between outer reality and our conception of it 

– We sense BEAUTY in what we behold . 

 

Beauty 

Holds these two experiences of reality 

Together, in harmony . 

Thus, BEAUTY weds GOODNESS and TRUTH 

In the INTRA-TENSIVE way 

Of a child : 

… With simplicity, 

With openness, 

… Readily receptive 
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To what is good 

To what is true 

… But unreceptive to what is evil – that is, ugly . 

 

This childlike sensing of beauty 

Delights 

In the presence of both goodness and truth 

Having the capacity 

To be at ease, 

Even, with seeming opposites ! 

Such childlikeness effortlessly CENTERS 

The world around it, 

And the people in it 

… Drawing all to it . 

It neither, like goodness, 

Radiates energy, 

Nor, like truth, 

Focusses it . 

 

This childlike sensing of beauty 

Is at home, 

With awe and wonder, 

And is openly welcoming, even loving, 

O what IS …of who IS …BEAUTIFUL . 
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Beauty, in itself, 

Buds, blooms, and bears fruit 

Through a process of GROWTH  

– Wherein, as someTHING or as someONE, of worth, 

It deeply HUMANIZES 

Those whose lives it touches 

And … BEAUTIFIES them ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________________________________ 

1 Poem 1100, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 8. 
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Poem 1101        

Nigra Sum :  I Am Christ   1
 

 

(Reverie on SONG Of SONG, chapters 1 and 2 :) 

 

‘My name’s Cinnamon –  

–I’m dark in more ways than one . 

… “But I’m lovely, yes ?”   2 

“You wonder why I’m so dark ?”  3 

… Well, my so-called brothers, 

Thought I was “loose and wild”   4 

…Maybe I was … 

And shunted me from my good job, indoors : 

I’m literally on the outer now, 

… And I work outside, full time . 

 

I had a light, earthy complexion to start with : 

Now, I’m a lustrous deep brown : 

… I really like it ; I’ve bronzed up in the sun . 

And what’s better still … 

My boyfriend, soon-to-be-Bridegroom, loves it ! 
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On our midday break the other day 

–We were together under the shade 

Of that beautiful big fig tree –  

He whispered ‘Let me see 

That beautiful dark skin of yours’. 

I lowered my eyes, as my ‘yes’ … 

So he lifted my arm up to his face, 

And kissed it . Three spots . Three kisses . 

It was just so beautiful … 

I felt really special … very special, 

And I can’t forget – that magical sparkle, in his eyes ! 

So … being on the outer is fine by me … 

Maybe they’ll call me “Ebony Girl” 

Why should I care ? 

Life’s just starting for me 

– Because of HIM !’ 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1101, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 9. 

2 Song 1:4 (I.B.)  3 Song 1:6 (I.B.)  4 IBID 
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Poem 1102     

Within My ‘Within’   1 

 

If Abba “chooses to reveal Christ through me”   2 

… I NEED to let Christ BE ME ! 

The least I can do – is to not stand in the way : 

Better still … to be open … to be a willing ‘withiness’ for Him . 

This allows His Paschal Presence to RESONATE within my life ; 

Best of all … I hope to become the means, to replicate this resonance in others  

– That they ‘re-echo’ my GIFT, in their own lives ! 

 

 

O’ How divinely blest we are  : 

   While Abba loves us, AS He loves Jesus, 

    He kisses us, just as He kisses His Son ! 

     His Spirit flows between us ! 

      He takes us into His arms of love … 

       He draws us into His heart … 

        He invites us into His Family ! 

 

 

So when I read the scripture, 

“I will give peoples IN EXCHANGE for you,”   3 

Now, I believe, Abba’s done surpassingly better than that : 

He’s given HIMSELF-IN-HIS-SON, and these ‘peoples’ too ! 

… So, forget the ‘exchange’ ! 
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Why ? Because, if a spirit like ours, is one who dwells WITHIN an other, 

Then these ‘peoples’ can ALL live in my spirit … within my ‘within’, 

They can all live wondrously in me, as Abba’s guests … within my ‘within’ 

–All IN Jesus Ascended, of course ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

1 Poem 1012, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in the Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 9 

2 Gal 1:16       3 Is 43:4 (IB)  
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Poem 1103       

Jesus, Be Our Humanity   1 

 

 

Jesus, be OUR HUMANITY ! 

“Set our captive hearts free”, Jesus, 

“Make them like streams in the driest desert ! 

Then, those who now sow in tears, 

Will reap with shouts of joy !”   2 

So, Jesus  

– The very best of all human beings, 

The template for our humanity –  

… “When You brought us captives, back to Zion, (to Abba) 

We thought we were DREAMING ! 

Our mouths were FILLED with laughter ! 

Our tongues, with songs of joy !”   3 

 

YOUR Abba, Jesus 

– Soon to becomes ours ! –  

In awaiting YOUR Ascension 

– With divinely deep yearning –  

Also awaits OURS ! 

… Awaits all humanity’s ! 
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So, AT LAST, 

When Abba sees You, His Beloved, APPEAR, 

Abba “runs”   4 

Runs with unrestrained joy ! 

Overwhelmed by excitement ! 

… Towards You 

To embrace You ! 

To embrace Us ! 

All of earth’s people ! 

All of our hearts ! 

Alleluia ! The God of all love 

Running … Open-armed ! Open-hearted ! 

To Your … to our … humanity ! 

 

For Your part, Jesus, 

Your face is already emblazoned with Love’s dawning glory 

… “Like the sun – with Your cheeks 

All flushed with love ! 

You are gold, among the golden ! 

Your hair, full of waves, gleams like a raven, 

And Your eyes, ah those eyes 

… Are like jewels !”    5 
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In seeing Abba, Jesus, 

Your heart opens, as wide as, the world ! 

And You exclaim to us ‘within’, 

“Here come my Lover ! 

Running down the mountains like a gazelle ! 

Leaping the hills like a stag !”  6 

… Coming to meet US ! 

We, Jesus’ INNER voice, exclaim WITH Jesus : 

“We will enter Zion shouting for joy ! 

With everlasting joy on our faces ! 

Joy and gladness go with us ! 

Sorrow and lament have fled away !”  7 

 

Because it is the Springtime of the New Creation, 

All creation explodes with life ! 

It explodes into bud, into bloom, into fruit – ALL at once ! 

In the One Moment of Cosmic Exaltation, 

All animals, all sentient life, exult ! 

Exhilarated … all eyes turn to a Luminous Sky… 

 

There, Abba’s eyes meet Yours, Jesus ! 

… His Divine gaze suffuses Your human gaze 

And with Your gaze, WE see our Abba-God ! 
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Heaven and earth now embrace ! 

Arms enfold the Other ! 

All humanity is enraptured ! 

God welcomes God : 

Jesus … Abba’s Glory ! 

Abba … Jesus’ New Humanity ! 

You Both KISS : 

The universe draws IN its Breath ; 

With it release, 

Your People are Spirit-deluged 

… With the Light of Divine Love ! 

And as You, Jesus, rest Your head next to Abba’s,  

Hearts co-beat as one ! 

… Ours, of course entering into the very same 

Wondrous Rhythm ! 

 

This communing fragrance of Divine Intimacy 

Is Spirit-breathed 

–  Like a dawn breeze luminous with light –  

Into all OUR spirits, 

Into all gathered, in Jesus’ ‘Within’! 

This Spirit-Breeze “breathes through our garden, 

Driving Him (Abba) mad with our fragrance … 

Drawing Him into our garden”.   8 
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This “garden”, the ‘paradisum’ of Your Scriptures, Jesus, 

Is OUR ‘PASCHAL BODIES’ –  

… Alive, with the en-Spirited glory of Your Body ! 

… Divinized with the Paschal Blood of Your Blood ! 

… Bursting with en-Spirited human joy ! 

A Body, Enpeopled with all their earthiness, 

Raised to Abba, AS HIS OWN BELOVED 

… The Body of God’s Humanity ! 

 

 

What remains – but to Dance ! 

To Dance the Dance of Love : 

Abba … Jesus … Loyce   9 

… Whirling Together ! 

… Free with the freedom of Love ! 

Abba and Loyce 

… Wondrously ENCOMPASSING 

Our Humanity in Jesus ! 

– The Prodigal Son welcomed Home ! 

 

Dancers all … enveloped 

Within the shimmering Wonder of the Shekinah 

… The Glory-Cloud of Love, 

Its radiant centre, the Son of Love ! 

The Cloud itself, 

Is shot through with arcs of the Rainbow, 
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The loving sign of the New Covenant fulfilled ! 

The Spirit of Peace 

– Is breathed IN deeply, by all in Jesus, 

… With “Loyce” on our lips ; 

– And breathed OUT deeply, by all in Jesus, 

… With “Abba” on our lips, 

All pulsing, to the Rhythm of Eternity . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1103, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 10. 

2 Ps 126:4,5 (I.B.)   3 Ps 126:1,2 (I.B.)   4 Lk 15:21 5 Song 5:10-12 (I.B.)  

6 Song 2:8,9 (I.B.)   7 Is 35:10 (I.B.) “Zion” is Abba’s arms, embracing Jesus Ascending 

8 Song 4:16 (I.B.)   9 ‘Loyce” is author’s word for the Holy Spirit who is Love, Joy, and Peace 
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Poem 1104    

The Sprit’s Enabling Presence   1 

 

The Spirit who enlivens and integrates our lives, 

Is “freely given”,   2 

Unreservedly offered, 

Bountifully entrusted, 

Extravagantly “poured out”.   3 

 

This Spirit of Surprise, –  

GIVES without our asking, 

Without our prompting, 

Without our efforts, 

But NOT without our agreement … BE THAT : 

… But vague desires for ‘better time ahead,” 

… Hopes to live a life of integrity, 

… A vision of what’s possible IN Christ, 

… Graced choices that remain ambivalent, 

… Or clear choices made IN communion with Christ . 

 

The Spirit of Spontaneity, 

Excited at the possibility of goodness arising … 

Loves to evoke feelings, or to arouse our hearts, 

Loves to suggest, to hint, to actively prompt 

… All, as the person CO-INITIATES a choice ! 
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Even so, this Spirit of Sensitivity 

In the person’s very act of choosing, 

Co-chooses, AS the person chooses … 

Always choosing to act where there is an IMPETUS 

Towards goodness, truth, beauty and integrity 

And thus, ultimately, towards Fellowship . 

Thus, the Spirit co-initiates, and co-activates 

Choices WITH the person … mostly unsensed . 

 

 

This Spirit of Co-operation, 

Continues to co-choose, in the unfolding of the choice … 

Co-enabling, co-actualizing, co-sustaining the choice . 

If the person tires, equivocates, struggles, 

Or becomes distracted, or wilful, or presumptuous, 

– But, still has a BASIC ORIENTATION to the original choice 

–This Spirit of Compassion, abundantly offers enabling graces 

To affirm, to inspire, to vitalize, and to reward the person ! 

 

Life moves on : the person ages and matures ; 

With the unfolding of the good, also come many reverses 

And thus, many faces of SUFFERING reveal themselves . 
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With the latter, comes the Spirit’s offer of deeper enabling graces 

… To bring good out of bad, 

And more deeply, to allow suffering to become redemptive 

Be having self-sacrifice TRANSFORM the person  

– By their letting themselves BE DRAWN INTO Jesus’ Sacrifice ! 

 

 

In this way the Spirit of Sacrificial Love 

– Through the often long years, of the original choice’s evolution –  

Enters into, and transforms, our periodic experiences  

… Of broken dreams, self-doubt, reluctance to change 

… Of physical and psychic pain, life traumas, even suicidal urges, 

ENABLING US TO EXPERIENCE THEM, WITH CHRIST ! 

 

To enable this, the Ever Inventive Spirit, MOVES –  

EITHER …To hearten persons,     OR … To stir hearts, 

  To re-energize them,       To incite hearts, 

  To re-motivate them,       To ignite hearts, 

 

OR …To cajole them,                OR… To inspire them, 

 To startle them,        To enlighten them, 

 To provoke them,        To challenge them, 

 

OR. …To generate turmoil,       OR … To rejoice with them, 

 To trigger guilt …        To celebrate them 

 All to jolt them into action,       To bestow peace . 
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The Spirit, through these various life changes, 

Faithfully ACCOMPANIES us, as we experience 

Ordinary, persistent or deep emotions 

… Be these latter of acute suffering, or of intense joy . 

In reality, these depths of our spirit, OUR ‘ DEEP’, 

OPEN 

To the depths of the Eternal Spirit 

… As “deep calls to deep.”   4 

We’re assured that “that Spirit who knows everything in our hearts”,   5 

… And “who helps us in our weakness”,   6 

EMPATHIZES with all we feel and experience 

From our canyons of doubt, to our peaks of ecstasy ! 

 

This Indwelling Spirit, 

Resonates with the most profound movements of our spirit, 

And when our heart cannot find words 

To express our numbness, or elation, 

This best of all friends, 

“With sighs, too deep for words”   7 

Expresses our plea, or our exhilaration, 

Directly to Abba’s Heart . 

Abba, “knowing perfectly well what the Spirit means”,   8 

Holds us to Himself, in a special Embrace ! 

… Truly, the Spirit never fails us … 
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At times, this Spirit of Intimacy 

Graces us with experiences of deep peace 

… Even in the midst of turmoil . 

This special gift is, very often, 

The fruit, born of a original choice, years before . 

It is also our graced entry, 

Into the experience of heaven-here-one-earth 

– Our “pre-entry” into the Fellowship Revealed 

Within the Circle of Love 

At the heart of the Paschal Trinity of Love . 

 

It is an experience, of BEING ‘EN-THUSED’, DIVINIZED, 

By the Spirit of Faithfulness, 

Who en-Spirits us, with His OWN PRESENCE ! 

In so doing, the Spirit intensifies the joy –  

Of our being faithful collaborators with Abba : 

– Firing, any cooling of our ‘missionary’ ardour, 

–Deepening our more contemplative rhythms 

– And celebrating this all, in Eucharist ! 

 

 

 

_________________________________ 

1 Poem 1104, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 11. 

2 Gal 3:5  3 Rom 5:5  4 Ps 42:7  5 Rom 8:27  6 Rom 8:26  7 IBID   

8 Rom 8:27   
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Poem 1105      

God’s Simplicity – and Ours   1 

 

Of all ‘the wonders that God brings to our mind”,    2 

There is none so elemental, so pure and so central, 

As God’s own SIMPLICITY .  

If God gifts us with the grace of experiencing 

This distinctively Divine Wonder, 

It is because, “as God’s very children”,   

We are “to behave like God.”   3 

 

A central Scriptural revelation is “God is love”.   4 

If LOVING is of God’s very nature … to contemplate God’s simplicity  

Is to reflect that the nature of God’s Love, is wondrously simple ! 

It is this, that we are invited to IMITATE . 

 

A . 

Firstly, God’s love 

Is so elemental, so basic, and so central, 

It is an utterly simple 

Pure Love … 

So unalloyed, uncomplicated, and wholly open 

That our response, as the Children of Love, 

Necessarily must be … 

Unpretentious, ingenuous, and guileless, 

And in a positive way … 

Humble, open, and transparent . 
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Because God’s Love is this Purest Love, 

Our speaking of God needs to reflect this purity, 

And thus ought to be  

… Clear, open, and lucid, 

… Something easily imitated by God’s Children, 

… Wherein, as easily intelligible and plainly understandable 

– “Your words unfold, they give light to the simple”.   5 

B. 

   Secondly, the ESSENCE of God’s loving, is so CENTERED 

   It is utterly …integrated, …unified, … and harmonious . 

Thus, it is only those who are SIMILARLY CENTERED… 

The artless, …the guileless, … and the innocent,    

Who deeply experience God’s Love, 

… Leading these simple imitators of God 

To become EVER MORE 

   … Sincere, … honest, … and open-hearted . 

 

Thus, with Jesus, they can say –  

“I have calmed and quieted my soul, 

Like a child, in its mother’s arms”   6 

… Like Jesus, in the stilling embrace of Mary . 

For this reason, the ‘simple of God’ 

  … Are truly CHILDLIKE, and trusting 

   … And so at ease, in being welcomed 

    Into the Trinity’s Circle of Love . 
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C. 

Thirdly, Jesus’ Love, in its simplicity is SO DISTINCTIVE 

That it UNIQUELY reveals itself 

As divinely UNCOMPROMISING 

…”Anyone who is not against me is for me”,   7 

 …”If you wish to follow me, take up your cross daily”,    8 

  … “Whoever eats my flesh, and drinks my blood,   

   Lives in me, and I in them”,   9 

    … And most challenging of all 

     “Love one another, AS I have loved you”.   10 

 

 

Thus, choosing to be “Christianoi” – ‘Of Christ’s people’ –  

Involves decisive life changes, with consequences THAT ARE 

 …Obviously Eternal, 

  … Undeniably ‘other-centered’, 

   … Transparently SIMPLE ! 

None the less some “will no longer walk” with us or with Christ :   11 

 …“Whoever is ashamed of me, 

  Of him, will the Son of man, be ashamed”,   12 

   …“A peace the world CANNOT give,  

THIS is my gift to you”.   13 
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Yet, most wondrously, following the Simple Christ, promises Eternal Fellowship … 

 “If anyone love me, he will keep my word, 

  And my Father will love him, and we will come to him. 

    And make OUR HOME in him”…  How Divinely SIMPLE !   14 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1105, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 12. 

2 Ps 111:4 (Grail)   3 Eph 5:1      4 1Jn 4:8  5 Ps 119:130 (Grail)  6 Ps 131:2  7 Mt 12:30 8 Lk 9:23 

9 Jn 6:56     10 Jn 13:34  11 Jn 6:66     12 Mk 8:38    13 Jn 14:27  14 Jn 14:23 
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Poem 1106      

Two Hearts, One Love   1 

 

Mary’s mothering of Jesus 

Was a life-long grace 

… For both 

– The ‘twin’ gift of their Abba Yahweh . 

From Jesus’ conception to His adulthood, 

Mary’s mothering became for Him, 

The template for how-He-loved-as-son, 

For how He devotedly held Abba, Joseph, and herself 

Within His heart . 

Moreover, Mary’s mothering became for Him, 

The template of His earthly ‘brothering’ of ALL others … until Calvary, 

And equally, the template of His Paschal ‘brothering’ 

… To those newly ALIVE in His Ascended Person. 

 

From Mary, Jesus learnt, intimately, HOW TO BE 

 … Loving and caring, 

  … Devoted and faithful, 

   … Heartfelt and open-hearted . 

And, in a profoundly special way, 

Mary mothered Jesus 

Into His very love of Abba ! 

How wondrously deep 

 Is the Mystery of the Incarnation ! 
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Even before words came from His lips, 

Jesus imitated His Mother’s presence-before-Abba 

 … Bowing His little head in reverence, 

  …Pausing, in silence, with her,  

   …Kissing His little palms, like she did, 

    … Before raising them to Abba . 

So His first breathed word was “Ab-ba…”, 

And only then “Mama”,  

 And ‘Ab-ba’ again … for Joseph . 

As Jesus continued to grow, 

He absorbed, AS HIS OWN 

… Mary’s all-encompassing awe, and reverence, 

  … Her pervasive whispers of “Our Abba-Yahweh”, 

   … And her deep silences, as Joseph led them 

    In Scriptural story-telling, prayers, and chants . 

Before each annual family Temple visit, 

Mary prepared the excited Jesus 

By regularly praying with Him the ancestral psalm, 

“We will worship in God’s Holy Temple, 

In awe and reverence”.   2 

 

As a teen, Jesus became very conscious 

Of how wonderfully, and respectfully, 

His mother related both to everyone in Nazareth, 

And to His more distant relations . 

So, He chose, very deliberately, to copy her . 
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From her, HE LEARNT 

    … To warmly affirm others, 

   … To constantly express thankfulness for others’ gifts, 

  … And to draw others, to attend to ‘Adonai’s Presence’.  

                  All through Jesus’ long Synagogue education years 

                         – From mid-childhood to mid-teens –  

                Mary constantly but gently, encouraged 

                        His own open, sensitive spirit 

                                                                   To respond also to the MYSTERIOUS SPIRIT 

                                                           Of Abba Yahweh . 

 

Thus Jesus LEARNT, through accompanying His Mother 

 …How to discern with her, the Spirit’s promptings, 

  … How to freely express His inner heart-movements to Abba, 

   … How to ever deepen His CERTAINTY of Abba’s Presence  

    To each and all circumstances . 

 

In Jesus’ young adulthood, Mary chose to share with Him, 

 All the wondrous events of Jesus’ OWN BEGINNINGS 

  … Of being conceived within her womb ! 

   …Of being cradled with the Mystery of God ! 

    … Of being held within the heart of Yahweh’s People ! 
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After these life-transforming REVELATIONS … 

Jesus and Mary together, 

In frequent loving communion, 

Came to an ever more profound sense 

Of Abba’s own Spirit of Holiness . 

Mother and Son 

Spent many hours of silence and stillness together, 

… WONDERING AT YAHWEH’S GOODNESS, 

 And many hours, 

WEDDED IN PRAYER AND THANKFULNESS 

… Two hearts, One Love . 

.___________. 

 

Even from His early teens, Jesus’ disquiet over social injustices 

Had struck home … 

When, with Joseph, on their short carpentry trips in the district, 

He had witnessed His People’s dis-empowerment, 

The depth of their enforced poverty, and other de-humanizing inequalities 

– Especially those that subjugated women and children ! 

Mary shared His profound sense of ever-deepening compassion .  

 

Then, in His twenties, after the REVELATIONS OF HIS ORIGINS, 

This disquiet intensified … 

Yet served only to wondrously deepen His trust in Abba Yahweh . 

However, this trust was also tested … 
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When, because of His family’s continuing pilgrimages to the Temple … 

An allied concern, which had disturbed Him earlier, 

Now angered Him : 

The deepening hypocrisy of many of the Temple’s aristocratic Sadducees, 

And of the legalistic teachings and prohibitions of the Pharisees . 

Thus, while His trust in Abba deepened ever further, 

He brought all His pondering and heavy-heartedness 

To Mary, 

For them to pray over … and to have her share with Him, 

Her wisdom .  

Then in Jesus’ LATE twenties, 

Abba Yahweh’s Spirit 

Began to move even more powerfully in Jesus . 

He felt inspired to offer His people 

– Especially, all whose plight so disturbed Him –  

The GOOD NEWS 

… Of His Abba’s empowering love for EACH person, 

… Of His Abba’s yearning that each undergo a change-of-heart, 

… And of His Abba’s invitation to all to become part of His kinship-of-love ! 

 

Mary’s heart was profoundly moved 

By Jesus’ inclusive vision . 

Their deepening prayer together, 

Their twin sensitivity to the Spirit 

And their mutual fervour of this new kinship-of-love, 
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Slowly, but clearly grew to the conviction that Jesus 

– With Mary, in silent, prayerful support –  

Needed to become the voice, and healing hands of Abba 

For His People ! 

 

To be such a VOICE, required that Jesus be uniquely WISE . 

Indeed, the wisdom which Mary had brought to her mothering of Jesus 

Had, by now, deeply matured within Jesus : 

Its fragrance and beauty 

Had cascaded through Jesus’ whole life 

… His imitative years of childhood, 

… His perceptive teen years, 

… His transformative young adult years 

  – Integrating all the movements of His filial heart ! 

Increasingly, He welcomed the ever more active promptings of the Spirit 

As a profound INNER SOURCE of Wisdom . 

… So much so, that in His late twenties 

It had become a CALL 

 – A sense of being MISSIONED ! 

 

Thus … though separated by geography 

Following the time Jesus joined John the Baptist … 

Jesus and Mary together, had become deeply aware 

That this Spirit-sourced Wisdom 

Had become FOR THEM BOTH 

… “A breath of the power of God”, enlivening them,   3 
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… “A pure light”, inwardly leading them,   4 

… “A flawless mirror”, of Abba Yahweh’s dream for Jesus,   5 

... And “A perfect image”, of that ‘kinship-of-God’   6 

That was to CENTRE both Jesus’ public mission 

And Mary’s faithful praying heart 

… Two hearts, One Love ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1106, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 13. 
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Poem 1107     

God’s Gift of Rest   1 

 

To rest is to pause . 

This pause is a graced opportunity … 

To dream of what is possible 

… Remembering that “Everything is possible for God”.   2 

This pause often occurs between two life-giving realities : 

Between one gift of God, and the promise of another, 

Between two stanzas of suffering in our lives, 

Between a period of confusion, and discerning a new way, 

Between a gift given, and experiencing its fruits in us . 

 

Deep, deep within our spirits 

This pause can come … 

Between graced phases of our own spirit’s ‘God-cycle’: 

Between the Breathing IN of Abba’s Spirit 

– A pause, when God’s INGATHERING ENERGY draws us together, in love ; 

And the Breathing OUT of our love for Abba 

–A pause, when God’s ENABLING ENERGY, enlivens our love for others . 

 

If our resting is within the embrace of nature, 

Often our restful silence is filled 

With music played by Creation : 
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Of a creek’s trickling, or waves crashing, 

Of the kiss of a breeze, or the howl of a gale, 

Of a campfire’s crackling, or a solitary bird-call, 

… And in that resting, we KNOW God is GOOD ! 

Resting … pausing 

Allows the Gift of God’s Presence to be sensed 

… When the Spirit speaks to us 

In the whispers of our heart, 

… When our conscience has time to INSIST we act, 

… When restful dreams allow us to re-vision our gifts 

– Especially to re-view our relationships –  

In the light of His ! 

 

 

To rest is to quieten our body, 

To give it time to heal, 

To re-charge it with energy, 

To enhance its potential 

To GLORIFY God ! 

This too happens to our heart, 

As our graced emotions find their TRUE place 

… “ All things come together for good, 

For those who love God”.   3 
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Abba, too, gives rest to our spirits 

– Giving us TIME 

… To re-focus, with the CERTITUDE of being loved, 

As we bathe in HIS Light ; 

… To change direction with-the-Spirit 

As all our ordinary life’s deadlines fall away ; 

… To open to Love’s allure, 

As we TAKE TIME to rest 

Within God’s renewing gaze . 

 

 

 

This latter is our truest rest, 

For God IS Rest . 

It is but a foretaste 

Of the time, 

When our various families can say of us, 

As we now say of Mary Assumed 

– ‘She now rests with God’. 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________ 

1 Poem 1107, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 14. 

2 Mk 10:27  3 Rom 8:28 
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Poem 1108      

We’re All Eyes and Ears   1 

 

To follow the Emmaus path, 

We need ears of faith 

To sense the Spirit’s whispers 

As we joy in creation … 

And to sense how, when we resonate-as-one, 

The varying tunes of our relationships HARMONIZE 

… In love of Abba . 

 

We need eyes of faith 

To guide our co-journeying with Christ, our Way, 

So, with the Spirit’s gifts of grace 

… To gain our goal ! 

… To gaze on God ! 

 

Only with eyes of faith do we SEE 

Love crucified .. 

Against our sky of pride, 

And see His Blood humanity’s lifeblood 

Spilling onto us, His exploited people . 

 

Only with ears of faith do we HEAR 

Jesus’ cry, FOR US, 

“ Abba, into Your hands 

I entrust my spirit”.   2 
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Only then, on Easter morn, 

Can we hear His risen command : 

“ Go ! Seek our your brothers 

And TELL them 

‘ I am ascending to My Abba 

And your Abba ! 

To My God 

And your God’ !”   3 

 

Later, with eyes alert, in Easter’s twilight 

– As “ the disciples were filled with joy 

When they SAW the Lord’ –  

We, too, come face to face with Jesus Risen, 

As He commissions us –  

“ As the Father sent me, 

I am sending you : 

Receive the Holy Spirit” .   4 

 

NOW, Jesus, in the darkness of our present night 

… With longing and sighing 

We yearn for You . 

We ready our hearts 

As we WATCH for You … 

Lovingly awaiting Your words, 

“ Come, blessed of My Father …”   5 
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Jesus, sun of our hearts, 

Each day, we’re up at dawn … 

Fired by faith, 

KNOWING You’ll APPEAR 

…Brimming with Life for us 

…  Our faces love-lit 

By Your luminous Dawning-Radiance WITHIN ! 

 

Thus, we enter into the Glory of YOUR Day, 

Suffused with Your Love, 

Eager to be drawn together 

– In YOU –  

Into the service of Abba : 

Deflecting some of the blows meant for You, 

Tending to Your wounds, in others, 

Brightening the sad, 

Embracing the lost, 

But, above all else, 

Looking forward to supper with You . 

 

All day, we’ve been attentive … 

Senses heightened, 

 And as the afternoon goldens, 

Our ears prick : 

… Your VOICE ! 
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We’re already seated … 

Waiting … 

Your empty place beckons … 

Then, You’re among us again ! 

You take Your seat … 

 

With Your Breath stilling us, 

We await Your words … 

Gazing on Your Face … 

As You raise Your eyes 

To begin : 

“ This is My Body 

Given for you ; 

This … is My Blood … 

Poured out for you” .   6 

 

Again, we’re ‘ all eyes and ears’ –  

Spirits thirsting … 

Hearts hungering … 

To ‘ ‘TAKE, AND RECEIVE’ … 

 

 

____________________________________ 

1 Poem 1108, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 15 
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Poem 1109    

Our Happiness : Openness to the Divine   1 

 

We call to mind, the treasured inheritance of our faith, 

Which proclaims “Grace builds on nature”.   2 

This is wonderfully true 

Of that most human of all qualities – happiness . 

 

While happiness 

Is surely ours to claim 

– To ‘ TAKE’ as our right –  

God is surpassingly gracious, 

And loves to uplift human happiness 

– “God makes His face SMILE upon you” –    3 

Suffusing it with love, 

And transforming 

Our earthly capacity, into openness-to-the-Divine ! 

 

All Love asks, 

Is that we ‘RECEIVE’ it, as a share, 

In God’s OWN HAPPINESS ! 

How wondrously gracious is our God ! 

Fill us with Your love, O Love ! 

– And we will sing for joy ! 
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To allow God, thus, to so magnify our happiness, 

Is to belong to an empowering torrent of happiness 

That is ETERNAL and EVER NEW : 

“Rejoice for EVER and EVER 

For what I AM CREATING …joy !”  4 

 

Infused with such joy, 

Some are given the grace, 

To allow themselves TO BE WOOED 

… To be DRAWN into WEDDED happiness 

… Into a personal Covenant of love with Love 

– Imag-ing Christ’s betrothal of the Church : 

“Yahweh takes delight in You, 

And, AS A BRIDEGROOM 

Rejoicing in the bride … 

So shall Your God rejoice in you !”  5 

 

Thus wedded fidelity, on OUR part, 

Is the ultimate expression 

Of our FAITH in Jesus Crucified Risen and Ascended 

… Because “the only thing that COUNTS, is faith, 

Making its power felt, through love”.   6            ** 
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Thus, in being wedded to God’s happiness, 

We are wedded to Jesus’ compassion 

… And to the blessedness, which His heart 

Wants His suffering brothers and sisters 

To deeply experience : 

– “Blessed are the poor in spirit, 

For theirs is the kinship of God !”  7 

Such is the emptying of such hearts … 

That they attract God’s very Presence : 

“Blessed are the pure in heart, 

For they shall see God” 

… In everyone, and in everything !   8 

 

– “Blessed are you when people revile you, 

And persecute you, and utter all kinds of evil against you, 

ON MY ACCOUNT   9 

… For, in this way, you are able to share 

In Jesus’ crucified love, 

To “love our enemies”!   10 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1109, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 16. 

2 Traditional theological axiom.  3 Is 67:1  4 Is 65:18  5 Is 62:4, 5  6 Gal 5:6 (N.R.S.V.)  7 

Cf Mt 5:3  8 Mt 5:9    9 Mt 5:11  10 Cf Mt 5:44 

**Benedict XV1, in a homily, source unknown, translated the footnote phrase (N.R.S.V.) “made effective” 

 by the phrase ‘making its power FELT ’. 
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Poem 1110      

Blessed Are the Gentle   1 

 

“Blessed are the gentle : all that is of the earth 

Is their inheritance”.   (Mt 5:4) 

For Jesus, the ‘gentle ones’ 

Can also be the ‘meek’, and the ‘lowly’. 

Their presence towards others is unassertive, patient, humble. 

As people of little power, like Him, 

The wait for things to come to them, 

Learning, to respect deeply the processes of GROWTH 

… In themselves in others, and in Creation . 

They are especially at home with the earth 

… With its seasons and rhythms . 

For Jesus such “meek and humble” people, inherit a tradition   2 

Of respect, inclusiveness, and mutual responsiveness : 

Honouring ALL of their ENVIRONS 

… Learning to be gentle with their gifts and others’ gifts 

And with the gifts of the earth . 

 

At the heart of this respect for GROWTH, and for the earth, 

Is Jesus, that model of HUMAN KIND – of those of the ‘humus’, or the earth –  

 “Who will not break the CRUSHED reed”.   3 

This Jesus, one with the earth’s rhythms 

… “Like the tree that yields its fruit IN DUE SEASON”   4 

Reminds us of life’s KEY CYCLE : 
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“Unless a wheat of grain fall on the ground, and DIES … 

It remains only a single grain ; 

But if it dies it yields a RICH HARVEST”.   5 

This is the Paschal consciousness of a gentle person, like Jesus, 

… Who, for others to flourish, 

Needs to die to the self, to be HUMBLE  

– A person as lowly as the ‘humus’ or ‘the earth’  

Whose chosen attitude to others, is … 

They “shall increase, I shall decrease”.   6 

 

With this humility-with-others, 

Comes a flexible, responsive moderation or mildness, 

An adaptability, a sensitivity, a leniency 

With those many others who are afraid, or hurting . 

To be like this, like Jesus, 

Is to be compassionate 

“He will not put out the smouldering wick”.   7 

 

Thus, the gentle person instinctively tries to SOFTEN life’s hard impacts  

For these many, many hurting others ; 

The ‘gentle one’ tries to TEMPER hardline attitudes, 

To CUSHION legalistic mindsets, 

– Thereby, uplifting, affirming, and enhancing 

The exploited, and those who cannot cope 

– And significantly, lessening the INNER fears 

Of the hardliners, and of the legalistic, themselves ! 
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Thus, while the gentle person 

Tries to alleviate and soothe the inner wounds 

From over-assertive people’s will-to-power 

… The deeper impulse 

Is to GENTLE people into the ways of GROWTH . 

 

 

The ‘gentle one’ 

Seeks to coax forth, to encourage 

The gift of growth in others 

… Reassuring, affirming, their spirit’s movements . 

This mild person 

Is profoundly conscious of the GRADUAL process of growth 

Within each individual, 

And is sensitive to … 

Every slight, tentative opening to change . 

 

 

The gentle person KNOWS 

That for such gentleness to deepen, 

A ever deeper surrender to the Spirit 

… Becoming ever more docile to the Spirit of Humility … 

Is necessary ; 
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And that, this comes by way 

Of that most beautiful GIFT 

… An invitation ‘to be dove-like’ 

– Through the very Spirit, who hovers like a dove 

Over the tremulous hearts 

Of Jesus’ closest disciples . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1110, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 17. 

2 Mt 11:29  3 Mt 12:20  4 Ps 1:2   5 Jn 12:24  6 Jn 3:30   7 Mt 12:20 
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Poem 1111     

Wedding All That’s Human, to the Divine   1 

 

“Ascended Son of Glory 

… Wedding all that’s human 

 To all that is Divine”.   ( Author’s Poem1080)

  

 

Before Jesus plunged into history, 

His Abba-Yahweh had courted His people Israel, 

In a cascade of loving advances 

… Graciously unfolding, AS an historical outpouring of compassion . 

Indeed, Abba-Yahweh drew “close to ALL, 

Who called on Him from their hearts”,    2 

And joined Himself to them, 

By “GIVING them … hearts filled with joy”!   3 

 

He Covenanted Himself 

To Noah, Abraham, Moses, and David 

Declaring they were His people, 

And He was their God ! 

… Pledging His continual Presence 

To all faithful hearts . 

 

Yet, Abba-Yahweh longed for more 

– For a deeper, closer INTIMACY 

… A true WEDDING of lives ! 
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Thus, in our universe’s greatest single outpouring of love, 

Love decided to pour Their Godself into humanity itself ! 

In yearning thus, to raise us up to EQUALITY WITH THE DIVINE, 

Abba-Yahweh SENT His only Son 

… His Beloved … His wondrously expressive word … 

To WED our humanity, as our equal . 

Anointed with the SPIRIT OF HUMILITY, 

God’s Beloved 

“Became completely empty, 

And took on the image of oppressed humanity 

Born into the human condition, 

Found in the likeness of a human being”.   4 

 

Abba’s Beloved was now OUR JESUS ! 

Indeed, to be OUR EQUAL, 

– One of the human family –  

“Jesus had to become like His sisters and brothers, 

In EVERY WAY”!   5 

 

But, wonder of all wonders ! 

Jesus, our humanity’s deepest, most loving heart 

Extended OUR EQUALITY WITH HIM AS FELLOW HUMANS 

– To God ! 

To HIS Abba-Yahweh ! 
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As John, Jesus’ own loving disciple, reveals –  

“Jesus was speaking of God as His ‘Abba’  

… Thereby making their relationship 

One of INTIMACY and EQUALITY”.   6 

 

And in a love beyond all marvelling, 

Jesus “made Himself sin” for us,   7 

And poured out all His blood, in love for us 

Reducing to nothingness, sin’s power, forever ! 

 

In beholding Jesus, in death, 

Abba-Yahweh 

– Revealing the full glory 

Of His Divine loving-kindness –  

Reached down into death, 

Re-animating His Beloved’s humanity,  

Drawing Him, newly embodied, 

Into His own Life ! 

 

Thus Jesus, ‘with our spirits indwelling His PERSON’  

– Therein “companioning His now SINLESS “sisters and brothers” –    8 

Is drawn up into the arms of Love : 

… Divinized, ‘with us within’, with the Glory of Divine Love ! 

… En-Spirited, with us, with the Spirit of Life Divine ! 
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What has followed since, is the wondrous history 

Of His, and our, en-Spirited humanity : 

Firstly, because “in Christ, 

The fullness of divinity, 

Lives in bodily form”,   9 

We now “find our own fulfilment”   10 

IN Jesus Ascended . 

 

Together, we experience that the Life we live in Him, 

And the Life He lives in us 

–AS EQUALS –  

Reveals Him as “humanity’s LIGHT 

… The true LIGHT that illumines all humankind”.   11 

 

Wondrously, we now share 

Jesus Ascended’s very lifeblood 

Of which, in the most solemn moment before His death, 

He declared … 

“My Blood (is) the Blood 

Of the new eternal Covenant”.   12 

Indeed, it is His “Covenant” with Abba 

Which we, Abba’s adopted family, 

Can actualize, and celebrate 

…In EVERY Eucharist 

Throughout history ! 
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Ultimately, because “in Christ, we have been given the Covenant”,   13 

He IS 

Abba’s Covenant with us, 

And, our Covenant with Abba ! 

O Wondrous Love ! All Glory to Abba, 

For our graced equality with Jesus 

– Risen ! Ascended ! and En-Spirited ! 

NOW, from Eucharist, 

We are “sent out, ahead of Jesus, 

… to all the towns and places 

That He Himself is to visit”!   14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1111, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 18. 

2 Ps 14 8 4:18     3 Sir 50:23  4 Phil 2:7 (I.B.)  5 Heb 2:13  6 Jn 5:18 (I.B.)  7 2Cor 5:21 

8 Heb 2:13  9 Col 2:9   10 Col 2:10  11 Jn 1:4, 8   12 Eucharistic Consecration, Missal. 

13 Col 2:11  14 Lk 10:1 
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Poem 1112        

Change Needs a Community of Hearts   1 

 

To resolve a crisis 

… When my or others’ lives 

Are hanging with Jesus, on the Cross … 

Always involves a COMMUNITY 

… A community-of-hearts who need to change, 

To forgive, to be open, to modify stances . 

No single heart has the capacity 

To bring all these hearts into harmony 

… But the heart of Jesus alone . 

 

Jesus holds ALL our hopes within His heart, 

And has already CO-SUFFERED the hurt 

Each feels, within the crisis . 

So, if but ONE heart, 

Moved by Jesus’ own Spirit, 

Hands the whole crisis 

– And all hearts involved –  

Over to Abba, 

… Praying but the prayer 

“Let all hearts change”… 

Then Jesus’ Beloved Abbba 

Will most surely respond ! 
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Jesus’ very own Paschal prayer 

… “That they may be one, 

As We are one : 

With me in them, and You in me”…   2 

Will CERTAINLY be answered : 

All hearts WILL change 

… In the way Abba desires, 

And Abba will be glorified in His Beloved Son ! 

 

The Scriptures are steeped 

In this hope for unity … 

So that, the whole “Mystery of God’s Plan is to bring all things 

TOGETHER, in Christ”.   3 

To enable this, Abba re-affirms us –  

“You have been STAMPED with the Holy Spirit 

Of the PROMISE”   4 

The Promise given through the prophet Ezekiel , 

“I will give you a new heart ! 

And put a new spirit within you”!   5 

 

Thus Jesus, who INCARNATES Abba’s Pledges, 

OPENED His ministry 

With the proclamation –  

“ This is the time of fulfilment : 

The reign of God is at hand ! 

CHANGE YOUR HEARTS AND MINDS! 

And believe THIS Good News”!   6 
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How wonderfully, profoundly grateful, 

All hearts ought be ! 

And, as Jesus began, so did He continue . 

With the Psalmist, He whispers to each, 

“Stop your sinning, 

Search your hearts 

… Alone and silent, in your room”.   7 

 

Only then can each rejoice with Jesus, 

“Oh ! how my heart has risen 

To the sounds of Your voice”!   8 

In the context of this joy-filled 

Change-of-heart, 

Jesus COMMANDS 

“Love one another, AS I have loved you”.   9 

 

Only then can those, whom the crisis touches, 

“Be united, in their convictions, 

United in their love, 

With a common purpose, and a common mind”.   10 

Only then, can “the whole group”… 

Be “one in mind, and one in HEART”.   11 
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All that remains, 

Is for the whole group of ‘BELIEVERS’  

“ To devote themselves –  

To the Apostles’ teaching, 

To the communal life, 

To the Breaking of Bread, 

And to prayer”.   12 

Then, when moved by the Spirit, 

The can “break out TOGETHER in song”:   13 

Let all hearts change ! 

And come together 

With one heartbeat, 

In You, O Love !   14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

1 Poem 1112, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 19. 

2 Jn 17:22, 23   3 Eph 1:10  4 Eph 1:13  5 Ezk 36:26  6 Mk 1:5  7 Ps 4:2  

8 Sg 5:6   9 Jn 13:34  10 Phil 2:2  11 Acts 4:32  12 Acts 4:42 (N.A.B.) 

13 Is 52:9  14 Author’s prayer, see Poem 1041. 
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Poem 1113    

With Abba, in His Garden   1              

(See Note, First) 

 

 

Abba-Yahweh’s dream for Eden 

Was to “walk in the garden in the cool of the evening”   2 

… WITH US, His beloved companion-creatures ; 

But, our SIN was to want-to-control-things 

… To possess the garden for ourselves ! 

Because of this, the garden 

– The outer image of our spirits, in rebellion –  

Turned to wilderness …and became our lonely exile ! 

 

Sensitive to God’s TIMING 

Jesus returned to ‘the garden’, with us . 

He returned to Gethsemane, 

Carrying the pain of OUR exile from God 

– Really, our rejection of Abba’s companionship –  

Within His own heart ! 

Jesus was yearning to reconcile us to Abba 

… “Abba, for You,  ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE”!   3 

But WE, with our usual self-focussed short-sightedness, 

Were too tired TO BE BOTHERED 

– Too apathetic about OUR DESTINY ! 
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With His  loving human spirit, 

HEARTBROKEN by our response, 

Jesus bowed 

To Abba’s profound respect for our freedom 

… With the pledge, 

“Yet not what I want” Abba, “but what You want”.   4 

 

The soil of the garden 

Received His blood, “poured out” for us   5 

… and TODAY, those companioning ancient olive trees 

That witnessed to God’s self-sacrifice, 

Still LIVE 

… As a ‘faithful remnant’ garden,   6 

A token of Abba’s open offer of entering ‘Paradise’.   7 

 

Wondrously, 

The fruit of Jesus’ sacrifice 

Was to be our humanity’s RETURN to Abba’s Garden 

… The Promise re-affirmed, 

Just minutes before God’s death for us : 

“ Today, you will be with me, in Paradise”.   8 
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So, with Eastered hearts, 

– Hand in hand with God’s Ascended Son –  

The faithful of humanity 

Re-enter Abba’s Paradise ! 

It is an experience to delight the senses 

With Light !  Sound ! Colour ! Fragrance ! 

– Welcoming us home 

Into a circle, within Love’s Garden 

… To a Song to be sung ! 

… To a Dance to be done ! 

All the while, a springtime Paschal Breeze 

Delights the whole Company 

… Filling their spirits 

With the Fragrance of Love … 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

NOTE:  This poem was written, following my free day’s visit to the striking and beautiful Blue Mountains gardens 

 – specifically Mount Tomah Botanical Gardens. It as a moving, whole-day experience. 

1 Poem 1113, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 20. 

2 Gen 3:8  3 Mk 14:36a  4 Mk 14:36b  5 Lk 22:20  6 Is 10:19, 20 

7 ‘Paradise’ is from the Persian, then Greek word for ‘pleasure-garden’.  8 Lk 23:43 
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Poem 1114        

Equal in the Sight of God   1
 

 

– 1 of a Trilogy –  

 

When a person, in any sphere of living, 

Chooses to go to EXCESS … 

Just as this choice surely unravels his life, 

Just as truly, will grow the list of those he will OPPRESS . 

 

Excess by one person 

Monopolizes the material, or human resources of others, or both 

… Progressively stripping them 

Of their self-esteem, their rights, their dignity, their identity, 

And often, their destiny . 

 

Just as cruelly, lust and greed, and ADDICTIONS  

– To wielding influence, to victimhood, to being the centre of attention, 

To control, to vengeance, and to self-empowerment –  

Increasingly ABSORB one’s own, and others’ 

Time, energies, possessions, self-worth, honour, and individuality 

… Breeding especially, hierarchies of INEQUALITY ! 

This compulsiveness leads, ultimately 

To the tragedy of it CONSUMING lives : 

“Be on your guard against avarice”… excess, addictiveness … “of any kind”.   2 
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Whole families, communities, commercial groupings, even nations, 

Can become either … ADDICTS, or those EXPLOITED, or BOTH . 

What heart-rending misery ! 

This creeping evil in personalities, or groups, 

This cancer of inequality, 

Stifles their integrity, 

and suffocates their idealism . 

This ultimately reduces such addicts to such a plight 

That deep confusion enters into their heart and spirit, 

… So that, they can no longer distinguish 

Between untruth and truth, between evil’s guises and goodness, 

And most disorientating of all … 

Between caricatures of love, and love itself, 

Between travesties of loyalty, and true faithfulness . 

 

For these, subject to lives of such compulsive insistence or excess, 

Their experience of SALVATION 

Is reduced 

To interminable vicious cycles of self-protection, or self-justification 

Addictiveness and excess, leaving little room in the heart … for salvation . 

Such obsessiveness removes MODERATE supporters . 

Thus, the person or the group becomes ISOLATED 

– And, in turn, inward-focussed, self-perpetuating and paranoid 

… Intensifying the inequalities they suffer from ! 
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Even if the original impulse had, as its focus, 

Empathy, generosity, or high-mindedness, 

Any sustained or impassioned efforts to achieve this 

– Without God –  

Ultimately re-generates the same oppressive inequalities 

In these networks of relationships . 

Indeed, ardent attempts to create ‘heaven on earth’ 

Even within ‘religions’,  within ‘devout’ hearts, or within stable marriages 

But WITHOUT GOD … 

Inevitably spawns experiences of the hell of hollowness, not heaven ! 

 

Similarly, the excessive insistence on CONFORMITY 

… To laws, or to language, to rituals, or to behaviours 

Or to any specified lifestyle 

Or –  

The excessive espousal of liberalism 

… With the consequent loss of a centering belief … 

While quite often, the efforts of good, committed people, 

Is also ULTIMATELY fruitless – because it is not anchored 

In the Centering Reality of God ! 

 

Regrettably, the very intensity of their efforts, 

And their unrelenting emphasis 

On the hierarchy of UNEQUAL EFFORTS, ‘ I more than you’, 

And specifically, on the SELF-EFFORT thought necessary, 

Is unfree, restrictive and confining , 

And equates to a LACK of inner reliance on God . 
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In deepest contrast, 

Our Triune God is One 

Who, time after time, 

Invites ALL and gifts ALL 

… Excluding none … 

Into a DEMOCRACY OF LOVE 

That is grounded in the totality of Their Sharing 

… Seeding our hearts, 

With their Divine Gift of EQUALITY . 

 

Our Triune God is also One 

Who prizes PERSONAL trust, 

And who treasures FREE CHOICE 

Reflecting the Wondrous Uniqueness 

Of each Divine Person’s  

OPENNESS to the Other … 

And SELF-GIFTING to the Other … 

 

But God goes further … 

And seeks to draw US 

Into the very source 

Of Divine Equality, 

And into each Person’s Uniqueness 

– Both, 

Within Their Fellowship . 
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In so yearning … 

Abba, His Beloved, and Their Spirit 

Decide to enter our history, 

And most lovingly – for Abba’s Only Begotten –  

To be re-born, beautifully, as a human being 

So as to live freely and compassionately, 

And in deepest human communion 

With His Abba-Yahweh . 

Jesus does this, wholly unknowing  the Uniqueness of His Sonship ! 

And to any inklings of Equality with Abba ! 

… And thus, lives in the stark openness 

– Of EQUALITY with us ! 

 

 

Jesus loved humanity, 

And His constant impulse 

Was to gently ‘humanize’ 

Whatever lack of humanity 

He found in others . 

Thus, while many about Him used power –  

To entitle themselves, 

To enlarge and to enhance themselves, 

And, likewise, used power 

To ensure the compliance of others 

Or to enforce it … 
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Jesus, the most open-spirited of our race, 

The most human of us all, 

Used power – to empower others ! 

 

 

To thus empower others, IS … 

To challenge or remove inequality, 

To heal others, 

To serve them, 

To affirm them, 

To celebrate them, 

But, most of all, 

To share with them the Good News 

Of our equality IN the Paschal Jesus 

– As equal sharers in HIS OWN relationship 

 With the Father of all . 

 

 

For Jesus, authority was not ‘the prize’ of power, 

But, paradoxically, IT gave birth to true power . 

Indeed, it was Jesus’ personal authority 

That specifically empowered Him –  

To appeal to everyone’s deeper humanity, 

Thereby affirming their basic equality and dignity . 
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Thus, Jesus used His authority    3 

To cause others to grow : 

Not, ‘of themselves’ or from ‘outside’, 

But by letting themselves be opened 

To their Abba-Yahweh 

DWELLING WITHIN them . 

 

 

In so doing, 

They invite Abba-Yahweh 

To nurture THEIR choices, 

To CO-ENABLE 

The good – the loving – the fellowship – CHOICES they make . 

To them, Jesus was able to speak of this collaboration 

… In the words of Paul … 

“The Spirit of Yahweh, and our spirit 

Bear UNITED witness”.   4 

 

 

As the years unfolded for Jesus, 

Growing out of the deep grounding of His own evolving vision for humanity 

 And always within the loving warmth of Abba’s companionship, 

Jesus CO-sensed with His God … 

That only a SERVANT-LEADER 

Could lead humanity … 
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Out of its recurrent debasing use of power, 

And out of its pervasive resorting to inequality, 

Into 

A humanity centered on Yahweh as Father 

… And centered on fellowship with all . 

 

 

Jesus knew, from Isaiah, that such a servant-leader, 

“Capable of feeling the weaknesses” of His brothers and sisters   5 

Needed to “offer his life in atonement”,   6 

And that it would be precisely “through his sufferings” 

That Yahweh’s servant would “justify many”.   7 

As Jesus pondered on His own readiness 

To receive Abba’s grace of servant-leadership, 

He KNEW, with the certainty of faith, 

That a destiny, shared with His people, 

Would be TRANSFORMATIVE : 

“The Spirit from on high 

Will be lavished on us”!   8 

How Jesus’ heart ached, as He uttered that “US” 

– For ALL His brothers and sisters 

… Equally, children of Abba’s love, 

 All sons and daughters 

Of the God of Equality . 
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So Jesus made a start, and began to preach : 

“Anyone among you who aspires to greatness, 

Must serve the rest ; 

Whoever wants to rank first among you, 

Must serve the needs of all ; 

For the Son of Man himself, 

Did not come to be served, but to serve, 

And to give his life, as a ransom for many”.   9 

 

 

All that remains for us, 

My brothers and sisters, 

Is to “cry out with joy to Love 

And to serve Love, with gladness” !   1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________ 

1 Poem 1114, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 21. 

2 Lk 12:15      3 ‘Authority’ is from “augeo” (Latin) : to increase, or to cause to grow.    4 Rom 8:16     5 Heb 4:15     6 Is 

53:10 

7 Is 53:11  8 Jl 3:1   9 Mk 10:43-5       10 Ps 9:2  
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Poem 1115       

Baptized into Equality   1 

– 2 of a Trilogy –  

 

PREAMBLE              This Day 22 of the Retreat was one of deep blessings . 

I had, at 11.30PM the night before, completed what was to be 

the first of 3 poems on equality, within 24 hours, 

… namely, Equal in the Sight of God (Poem 1114) and had gone to bed. . 

Before dawn, at 5am this morning, I was suddenly awoken, 

by becoming conscious of a message … surely, a gift of the Spirit 

– “Today, you will be baptized into equality”. 

 

As I lay there, wondering about the sheer clarity of the words, 

and where I was being led … 

THIS is what I experienced, what I recorded after, 

together with the reflection/realization … 

that I had indeed been “baptized into equality”, and what this could mean . 

THIS became my poem, of the same name, –all completed by 6.30AM,  

My second poem on equality, within a 24 hour period . 

 

POEM  

As I lay there, half-sitting in bed 

I received the wonderful sensation 

Of Light being poured upon me 

… The whitest of white Light 

With glimmers of gold through it . 
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I sat up in bed, head bowed, 

And the Light cascaded over me . 

I lifted my face into the Light, 

Eyelids lowered . 

The Light entered my mouth … 

I breathed in the Light … 

It seemed to flow within me 

… To my gut, to my lungs, and to my heart 

… From where, in a great luminous burst, 

It raced through my arteries 

… Even into my capillaries … 

Filling me wholly with Light . 

After a short while, it faded away . 

 

Divine Light enables equality  

 … Sourced, as it is, in God’s Fellowship of Equality … 

And this Light, flowing through my whole person, 

Was ITSELF it seemed, my “BAPTISM INTO EQUALITY” 

– Seemingly … in some way … to replicate an experience of God’s Fellowship . 

 

Thus, being wondrously suffused with this Light, 

Gave me a sense of God’s Enabling Equality 

… Wholly possessing me, and others similarly graced 

… Suffusing us all with Light 

… Drawing us together within the radiance of Jesus Ascended 

Within the Trinity . 

_____________________________ 

1 Poem 1115, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 22. 
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Poem 1116     

Comes the Day   1   * 

 

Comes the day … comes the night … 

Comes the night … comes the day … 

 

Comes our night … comes His Day ! 

Comes our ‘Day’… comes His Night … 

 

Comes His ‘Night’… Work’s now done : 

Son atones … for ev’ry one ! 

 

Comes His Day … Spirit comes : 

God enfolds … His Risen Son ! 

 

Easter Eve’n … Spirit’s Dawn … 

In OUR hearts …now RE-BORN ! 

 

 

 

______________________________ 

*Meant to be sung ; Tune – author’s own. Same tune, each couplet . 

1 Poem 1116, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 22. 

NOTE:  “At 7.20 AM the same day at Lawson, in the Chapel in the Garden, while waiting for Sister Evonne, 

 for Spiritual Direction …  this lovely little hymn, issued unbidden from my lips . I had nil sense either of tune or text, 

ever before !  

I wrote it out, with some additions, mid-morning”.  Author. 
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Poem 1117   

The Same Father, the Same God – as Jesus’   1 

– 3 of a Trilogy –                         SEE NOTE FIRST 

 

 

Those Christians who are graced 

To truly value Jesus’ humanity, 

Often experience equality 

… As Jesus’ OWN GIFT . 

These, as His brothers and sisters, 

Can WITHIN a graced community involvement, SENSE 

“ Jesus OPENLY calling them brothers and sisters”.   2 

 

 

 

Moreover, Jesus specifically links this experience of equality , 

To the wondrous Mystery of the Ascension, 

And to His universal missionary call to each of us : 

“Go and find my brothers and sisters, and tell them –  

I am ascending 

To MY Father and YOUR Father, 

To MY God and YOUR God”!   3 
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Already EQUAL members of humanity, with Jesus, 

We, on being raised in the Spirit, to the stunning EQUALITY 

Of being brothers and sisters to our Divine Brother, 

Share the Divinely loving ASENSIONAL EMBRACE 

Of a most delighted Abba 

… Jesus’ VERY OWN Father, and OURS ! 

 

… Jesus’ VERY OWN God, and OURS ! 

– The Same Father, the Same God … as Jesus’ ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________ 

NOTE:  In the early afternoon of this SAME grace-filled 24 hours, I wrote this third poem, of a Trilogy On EQUALITY.  

Author. 

1 Poem 1117, 30 Day Retreat, Lawson in Blue Mountains, October 2012, Day 22.     2 Heb 2:11  3 Jn 20:17 
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Poem 1118    

To Treasure Who Is Ours   1
 

 

O ! To truly treasure WHO is ours… as Christians ! 

Christ is, wondrously, “this Friend among friends”.   2 

He is superlatively, the “spice” of our lives :   3 

There’s no need to scan far horizons for answers, 

Or google ‘Friendship Club’ on the internet 

For alternate candidates ! 

 

Our treasure is deeply at-home-with-us 

– WITHIN us, in fact 

… Not even a breath away ! 

Indeed, HIS Wondrous Breath 

Is   here… now   the INNER ENERGY   4 

Of Divine Companionship ! 

And, of Eternal Intimacy ! 

There’s no need for some exotic quest to the stars, 

Seeking some celestial dream-partner, 

– Because, Jesus, 

“Every time we see You, 

Our breath catches –  

It’s like stepping outside of our tent 

And seeing the stars 

On a DESERT night”.   5 

Yes ! Away from the city’s luminescence, 

You, Jesus, are OUR Star of Stars ! 
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Jesus, to ‘be-hold’ You, 

Is to “hunger” for You …    6 

“ To pant like a deer, feeding among the lilies”.   7 

For we know, that we ourselves 

Are  “the apple of Your eye”,   8 

And that You protect us, AS SUCH, 

Encompassing us with love … 

With the most tender, brotherly regard . 

 

The wonder of it all 

Is that, ONCE 

“We were excluded, like foreigners 

– With no part in Your Covenant”!   9 

We, most of us, were even HOSTILE to Your approach ; 

But You, a “Friend among friends”,   10 

“Actually destroyed this hostility in Your own Person”   11 

Oh ! To have such an astoundingly STAUNCH Friend ! 

Yet, You went much further : 

“You created, in Yourself, a SINGLE New Person 

– To unite us”   12 

… While all of us are running around, hearts closed, 

‘Doing our own thing’! 

Jesus, I’m out of myself with amazement 

– At Your utter selflessness, 

At Your breath-taking generosity ! 
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But wait : You went further still 

… With Your stunning willingness 

To SHARE : 

You share Your Own Dad with us ! 

Yes ! It seems impossible AND unreal … 

But with You, I’ve learnt “nothing is impossible”:   13 

“You’ve given us access – IN YOUR SPIRIT –  

To Your Dad”!   14 

You are truly, the BEST OF FRIENDS ! 

 

But then … You left the absolute best to last ! 

You reveal Your Dad 

Is God ! 

We’re AWESTRUCK … we’re HUMBLED … 

What incredibly marvellous love : 

God’s Your Dad ! 

You’re our Brother ! 

God’s our Dad ! 

    Who would have DARED to dream ? 

     … And all because of You Jesus 

      … Because of Your friendship 

       … Your sheer love ! 
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And Your love keeps on ever expanding : 

You just don’t ‘KEEP the peace between us’  

But, as our brother Paul, says 

You “ARE THE PEACE between us”!   15 

What a mystery ! 

But … I know, You’ve ALWAYS been 

“The VOICE that speaks of peace … peace for Your people”    

And, in a special way …“ peace for Your friends”.   16 

 

What can we say in response ? 

– You’re the very best of humanity 

Found in one Person ! 

Then, INCOMPARABLY BEYOND THAT, 

To learn Your Dad’s GOD … 

Means, You’re GOD as well ! 

… We feel extremely humble to reflect 

… That here we are, strolling around, 

With GOD as our friend ! 

It’s beyond marvellous ! 

We feel … unbelievably … LOVED ! 

 

And, Jesus, what do You ask in return ? 

… With Your grace, only what we can manage : 

You ask us 

… To share Your Love with others 

… To BE You, for others . 
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You also ask us to be prepared, 

On a daily basis, 

To shoulder whatever troubles come, 

Even to the point … like You, 

Of SACRIFICING what’s most important in life, 

To give our lives for others who are in need 

… In a GIVING, that can last an hour … or eighty years ! 

 

 

The third thing You ask of us 

Is to ‘watch and wait’ 

… “ Like servants awaiting their master’s return from a wedding” …   17 

As You know, Jesus, we’ve waited up for You 

And You’ve been grateful, when You’ve found us “wide awake” :   18 

Yet, Jesus … You can’t help Yourself : 

ASTOUNDING us,   

You “put on an apron, sit us down”,   19 

Then treat us to Your very special dish 

… ‘Abba’s Surprise’: 

The GIFT OF THE SPIRIT to each of us personally ! 

How do we thank You O SERVANT  GOD  

… Who doubles as our FRIEND ? How ? 
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All You answer … is to say 

‘The MEAL itself 

Tells the Story 

– Abba’s story, 

And our story’ . 
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Poem 1119     

God’s Graciousness, Ours   1 

 

As “Deep calls to deep”   2 

… God’s Spirit to the depths of our spirit … 

So too, God’s own graciousness, 

Elicits graciousness between all Three Persons 

– With Abba, the Beloved, and the Spirit 

… Each overflowing with Graciousness 

For the Gift of the Other ! 

So, when we are “entrusted by Abba with the grace”   3 

Of His Presence, in Christ,    

This Grace oPENS our spirit to God’s  graciousness . 

This graciousness ENABLES us to entrust our own spirit 

… In deep  THANKFULNESS, to Love . 

  

 

 Just as gratitude is “the MEMORY of the heart”,   4 

God’s Graciousness is the imprint, the press, of Love’s Presence 

Within our spirit, 

Tracing out the Face of Jesus 

… Having suffered and RISEN … 

Within our heart . 
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It is, thus, the Risen Jesus’ Spirit 

Who BREATHES forth our thankfulness to Abba 

– Mostly through the rise and fall of our deeper emotions 

… Sometimes, through words . 

 

If we acquiesce to the Spirit’s invitation, 

We can be swept up into that  Flow of Graciousness   5 

Who is the Spirit  

– Within the very Fellowship of Love ! 

… “Filled with a joy, SO GLORIOUS, it cannot be described”!   6 

 

If our “Gentle Father, the God of all consolations” graces us so,   7  

This flow of graciousness, of our human thoughtfulness, 

Can become part of our daily relating to others 

… A flow of thankfulness between all people 

… Sons and daughters of the One Father … 

And becomes Abba’s AFFIRMATION 

Of our acceptance of our equality before God ! 

 

Thankfulness is a seed, 

That quickly blooms 

In the hearts 

Of intimates and strangers alike 

… Drawing all together 

In a union – a circle – of graciousness . 
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This helps bring 

The Face of Christ 

To FOCUS 

… Within each heart . 

Thus, we become WHO-WE-ARE-TOGETHER,  

… Through graciousness. 
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